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Zusammenfassung
Welche Auswirkungen haben Entscheidungen der Europäischen Kommission
über Unternehmenszusammenschlüsse auf Finanzmärkte? Inwiefern ist der ab-
normale Gewinn1 von Aktien der betro�enen Unternehmen auf (unerwartete)
Entscheidungen der Europäischen Kommission im Rahmen der EG-Fusions-
kontrollverordnung2 zurückzuführen? Diesen Fragen wird in meiner Diplom-
arbeit mittels einer empirischen Analyse der Aktienmarktreaktionen auf ent-
sprechende Kommissionsentscheidungen nachgegangen.

Das theoretische Modell dieser Diplomarbeit geht von der Annahme aus, dass
Aktienhändler insofern auf die Entscheidungen der Europäischen Kommis-
sion, eine Fusion zu genehmigen bzw. zu verbieten, reagieren, als dass diese
Entscheidungen zukünftige Wettbewerbsbedingungen der jeweiligen Unterneh-
men bestimmen. E�ziente Märkte vorausgesetzt, gehe ich des weiteren davon
aus, dass sich die Erwartung zukünftiger Wertentwicklungen in aktuellen Ak-
tienpreisentwicklungen widerspiegeln. Dieser Zusammenhang hat nicht nur
das Medien-, sondern auch ein breites akademisches Interesse an der EG-Fu-
sionskontrollverordnung geweckt. Die vorhandene Literatur gibt jedoch nur
bedingt Aufschluss darüber, wie Finanzmärkte auf die Entscheidungen der Eu-
ropäischen Kommission reagieren. Entsprechend setzt sich diese Arbeit damit
auseinander, wie Aktienhändler Nachrichten (über bestimmte Entscheidungen
der Europäischen Kommission) aufnehmen und diese in ihre Handelsstrategie
ein�ieÿen lassen. Ausgehend von rationalen, nutzenmaximierenden Aktien-
händlern, unterstelle ich, dass sie ihre a-priori Wahrscheinlichkeit über zukün-
ftige Unternehmensleistungen aufgrund entsprechender Wettbewerbsentschei-
dungen der Europäischen Kommission aktualisieren und ihr Portfolio entspre-
chend anpassen. Dabei kann schon die reine Erwartung einer bestimmten
Entscheidung für Kauf- bzw. Verkaufsentscheidungen ausschlaggebend sein.
Basieren die Spekulationen vieler Börsenmakler auf derselben Erwartung über
die Zulässigkeit von angekündigten Unternehmenszusammenschlüssen, sollte
sich dies in Preisveränderungen der Aktien der jeweils betro�enen Unterneh-
men niederschlagen. Auÿerdem gehe ich davon aus, dass gesteigerte Unsicher-
heit über den möglichen Ausgang eines Fusionskontrollverfahrens Marktvolatil-
ität erhöht.
Damit baut diese Arbeit auf den einschlägigen Studien von Brady und Fein-
berg (2000) und Aktas et al. (2004) auf. Die Autoren beider Studien unter-
suchen Marktreaktionen auf Kommissionsentscheidungen zu Unternehmenszu-
sammenschlüssen. Die vielversprechenden Ergebnisse beider Studien bilden die
Grundlage und rechtfertigen gleichzeitig weitere Forschung auf diesem Gebiet.
1 Der abnormale Gewinn bezieht sich auf Gewinnschwankungen, die auf bestimmte

Ereignisse zurückzuführen, und nicht den generellen Marktschwankungen oder zufäl-
ligen Abweichungen zuzurechnen sind.2 Verordnung Nr. 4064/89(EG) geändert durch die Verordnung Nr. 139/2004(EG) über
die Kontrolle von Unternehmenszusammenschlüssen.



In dieser Arbeit versuche ich, die Lücke zwischen beiden Studien zu schlieÿen,
indem ich die empirische Untersuchung auf eine gröÿere Fallauswahl stütze als
Brady und Feinberg (2000) und sie in einen erweiterten theoretischen Rah-
men bette als Aktas et al. (2004). Letzteres beinhaltet vor allem die explizite
Modellierung von Antizipationse�ekten.
Untersucht wird im Rahmen dieser Diplomarbeit, ob und inwiefern Infor-
mationen einen spürbaren Ein�uss auf Aktiengewinne und Marktvolatilität
haben. Die Untersuchung stützt sich auf empirische Aktienmarktdaten, die
den Zeitraum seit Inkrafttreten der Fusionskontrollverordnung im Jahr 1990
bis heute abdecken. Mithilfe einer Ereignisanalyse gelingt es zu zeigen, dass
bestimmte Entscheidungstypen durchaus einen spürbaren Ein�uss auf Finanz-
märkte haben, obgleich nicht alle Fälle diese Hypothese bestätigen. Auÿer-
dem sind Volatilitätsschwankungen in Zusammenhang mit dem Ausmaÿ der
Vorhersehbarkeit von bestimmten Entscheidungen zu vermerken; allerdings ist
dieser Zusammenhang weniger stark ausgeprägt.

Die Diplomarbeit gliedert sich wie folgt: Einer kurzen Einführung (Kapitel
1) folgt ein Abriss über die wichtigsten Punkte der Fusionskontrollverordnung
(Kapitel 2). Im nächsten Kapitel stelle ich den aktuellen Forschungsstand zum
Thema dar (Kapitel 3). Dieses Kapitel ist die Grundlage für Kapitel 4, das
den theoretischen Rahmen absteckt. Kapitel 5 stellt das theoretische Modell
und entsprechende empirisch überprüfbare Hypothesen vor. Dem Theorieteil
folgt Kapitel 6, in dem ich mein Forschungsdesign darstelle und auf einige
methodische Fragen eingehe. In Kapitel 7 werden die Datenbescha�ung und
-aufbereitung zusammengefasst, und Kapitel 8 erklärt die verwendeten stati-
stischen Verfahren. Der empirische Teil wird mit einer Ergebnisdiskussion in
Kapitel 9 abgeschlossen. Kapitel 10 fasst die wichtigsten Ergebnisse der Studie
zusammen und gibt Anregungen für mögliche zukünftige Forschung auf diesem
Gebiet.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This paper gives wrong solutions to trivial prob-
lems. The basic error, however, is not new.
(Cli�ord Truesdell)

Do �nancial markets react to decisions of the European Commission1 on sub-
mitted mergers? To what extent are abnormal returns on the assets of the
companies involved in a proposed merger due to (unexpected) Commission's
decisions? Does anticipation of such decisions reduce uncertainty and lead to
decreasing market volatility? These are the questions I am determined to an-
swer within the scope of this diploma thesis by means of an empirical analysis
of stock market reactions to merger decisions.

In 1989 the European Economic Community released a regulation on the
control of concentrations between undertakings (Council Regulation (EEC)
No 4064/89) which was amended by the �EC Merger Regulation� (Council
Regulation (EC) No 139/2004) in 2004. In essence, the regulation aims at
qualifying the compatibility of mergers with the Common Market. It is thus
motivated by the protection of competition from companies assuming a mar-
ket dominating position (cf. Duso et al. 2002, Evans & Padilla 2003, Geradin
2004, Hemmingsson 2002, Lundvall 2002, Neven et al. 1993).

There was a great hoo-ha when in 2001 the then-Commissioner for competition,
Mario Monti, declared the fusion of Honeywell and General Electrics to be
incompatible with the Common Market despite the fact that the US authorities
had already cleared the merger. Was this overwhelming media reaction also
re�ected in �nancial markets? Do investors care whether EU o�cials impinge

1 I will be using the terms `Commission', `Commission of the European Communities'
and `European Commission' interchangeably in this thesis. In fact, it is the competency
of the Directorate General (DG) Competition to decide upon proposed mergers within
the scope of the Merger Regulation.
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on the rights of US companies?

According to the notion of e�cient markets, investors are indeed expected to
react to such decisions, because the latter hold information on possible future
�rm performance which largely determines current asset prices. This conjec-
ture did not only raise media response but also called academic attention. Hith-
erto the scienti�c literature on the Merger Regulation has mainly dealt with the
determinants of certain Commission's decisions, posing the question whether
the latter can be explained rather by political or economic variables (Bergman
et al. 2005, Duso et al. 2002, Morgan 2001, Neven et al. 1993, Schmittmann
& Vonnemann 1992). In contrast to this literature, the focus of the current
thesis is investor reactions to news. Based on the assumption that traders are
rational utility-maximizers, I presume that they update their priors on future
�rm performance according to the decision taken (or anticipated to be taken)
by the European Commission and adjust their portfolio accordingly. Assuming
many such rational traders, changing trading strategies should be re�ected by
the market in terms of higher or lower stock returns, respectively. In this vein,
this thesis builds on the pioneering empirical studies by Brady & Feinberg
(2000) and Aktas et al. (2004). Both authors investigate market reactions to
the Commission's decisions in the scope of the Merger Regulation. They yield
promising results indicating market reactions to certain of the Commission's
decisions and thus lay the foundation for �and at the same time justify� fur-
ther research on this topic. With this study, I try to bridge the gap between
those two studies, relying on a broader case selection than Brady & Feinberg
(2000) and using a more re�ned theoretical background, including the explicit
modelling of anticipation e�ects, than Aktas et al. (2004).

This diploma thesis is interdisciplinary oriented, insofar as it combines �ndings
from �nancial economics and political science in a uni�ed theoretical frame-
work on how rational traders incorporate (political) information into their
trading strategies and thus induce market reactions (chapter 4 and 5). The
theoretical model further stipulates that uncertainty about the outcome of a
merger review process increases market volatility.

Resuming the above discussion, this thesis aims at exploring and examining
whether the arrival of information has a sizeable impact on both stock returns
and market volatility. This assertion is challenged by empirical stock market
data covering the whole period since the entry into force of the Merger Regula-
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tion in 1990 up to the present day. Using an event study approach, I can show
that as far as stock returns are concerned there is a clear impact of certain
types of decisions on �nancial markets. However, not all cases investigated
support the hypotheses derived in chapter 5. Further, the application of ex-
ponential generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasicity (EGARCH)
models reveals certain volatility reactions to uncertain decisions; the e�ect of
anticipation on event induced volatility, however, being less distinct than level
reactions.

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows: the subsequent chap-
ter brie�y outlines the Merger Regulation. Only those details are discussed
which are essential to gaining a grasp in the central concepts. This overview
is followed by a discussion of the state of the art in the empirical research of
market reactions to the European Commission's merger decisions and related
topics (chapter 3), which also forms the basis for the theoretical framework
delineated in chapter 4. Based on these considerations, chapter 5 presents the
model and derives empirically testable hypotheses. Following the theoretical
part, chapter 6 is dedicated to the research design and discussion of some
methodological questions. Chapter 7 presents the data used for the empirical
analysis and chapter 8 explains the statistical methods employed. The empir-
ical part is completed by a discussion of results in chapter 9. Finally, chapter
10 takes stock and suggests directions for further research.



Chapter 2

The Merger Regulation

Chapter Outline:
Before focusing on the theoretical basis underlying this diploma thesis in chapters
3 and 4, this chapter aims at brie�y sketching the main features of the Merger
Regulation (Council Regulation 4064/89/EEC, amended by Council Regulation
139/2004/EEC).

The primary motivation of the Merger Regulation is to check in how far mergers
and acquisitions are compatible with the Common Market with respect to
assuring fair competition. According to article 2 of the regulation, companies
planning a business combination (takeover, exchange o�er or acquisition of
control) have to notify the European Commission of their intention �if the
combined world-wide turnover of the merging parties is su�ciently high, if their
combined intra-community sale is su�ciently high and if the intra-community
sale is not too concentrated to one member state only� (Bergman et al. 2005,
20). Immediately after the noti�cation, the Commission starts the reviewing
process, investigating whether the proposed combination is within the scope
of the regulation and if so, whether or not it is compatible with the Common
Market (European Communities 1989, Art. 4(3)).

Depending on the extent of a proposed merger the investigation lasts one or
two phases. In phase I the authorities examine whether the combination falls
within the scope of the regulation, i.e. whether it constitutes a combination
of �European dimension� (Art. 6(1)(a) of Regulation 4064/89). If the Euro-
pean Commission decides that the combination is subject to review, it can
either declare the combination to be compatible with the Common Market or
approve it under the condition that certain obligations are met (Art 
6(1)(b)).
The Commission may also express serious doubts on the proposed combination
and thus initiate a more detailed investigation, an �in-depth phase-II investiga-
tion� (Art. 6(1)(c)). Having �nished the phase II review, the Commission may
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notification

not within scope
of regulation ( )6(1)(a)

within scope
of regulation

serios doubts ( )
initiation of phase II

6(1)(c)

compatible ( )6(1)(b)

compatible with
commitments ( , )6(1)(b) 6(2)

prohibition ( )8(3)

compatible ( )8(2)

compatible with
commitments ( )8(2)

Figure 2.1: The Merger Review Process According to Regulation
4064/89/ECC

again issue three di�erent types of decision. It may either approve the combi-
nation (Art. 8(2)), approve the combination subject to certain conditions and
obligations or declare it to be incompatible with the Common Market (Art.
8(3)). Both decisions according to Art. 6(1)(a), 6(1)(b) and 8(2) can be re-
voked (Art. 6(3) or Art. 8(5), respectively) if the companies do not comply with
the Commission's allegations. Finally, in case that a business combination was
performed against the regulation's requirements, the Commission may nullify
this combination and rule the separation of the companies in question (Art.
8(4)) or impose a �ne (Art. 14). All decisions can be reviewed by the Euro-
pean Court of Justice (Art. 16). Figure 2.1 visualises the investigation process.

The Regulation was amended in 2004 by Council Regulation 139/2004. The
main changes brought about by the reforms are jurisdictional and procedural
issues (Bergman et al. 2005, 720).

The substantive test for the assessment of mergers has been reworded.
The mechanism for reallocating cases from the Commission to Member
States and vice versa has been revamped. Procedural changes have been
made to make the regulation more �exible (European Commission 2004).
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To sum up, four di�erent types of Commission decisions can be distinguished;
namely positive (approval), negative (rejection), uncertain (initiation of phase
II) and procedural decisions. Due to di�erent informational content, these
are expected to lead to di�erent reactions of �nancial markets. This aspect is
stressed in more detail in the following sections (part I).



Part I

Theoretical Background



Chapter 3

State of the Art

Theory is important, at least in theory.
(Keith Martin)

Chapter Outline:
The aim of this chapter is to give a brief literature overview on market reactions
to European Commission's merger decisions and related topics relevant for the
model presented in chapter 5.

In order to provide an encompassing overview of relevant literature and the
state of the art in research on market reactions to European Commission's
merger decisions, it is inevitable to foreshadow some basic considerations un-
derlying the model presented in chapter 5. Let us assume that rational in-
vestors expect possible distortions of competition linked to certain Commis-
sion's decisions. If investors include these considerations in their trading
strategy, �nancial markets should accordingly react to Commission's decisions
within the scope of the Merger Regulation. Up to now, there is little empirical
evidence on market response to such decisions. However, two studies merit a
closer look, namely Brady & Feinberg (2000) and Aktas et al. (2004). Brady
& Feinberg's (2000) study is based on a rather limited case selection (27 com-
panies), such that Aktas et al. (2004, 732) claim their study to be the �rst
systematic, global analysis in this area. They exploratively investigate market
response to 874 business combinations from 1990 to 2000. Both yield promis-
ing results indicating market reactions to certain Commission's decisions and
thus lay the foundation for �and at the same time justify� further research
on this topic. With this study, I try to bridge the gap between those two
studies, relying on a broader case selection than Brady & Feinberg (2000) and
using a more re�ned theoretical background, including the explicit modelling
of anticipation e�ects, than Aktas et al. (2004).
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The principal aim of this thesis is to show, whether Commission's decisions
on proposed mergers (or their anticipation) are perceived as new information
by the market and consequently lead to respective stock return- and volatility
reactions. Hitherto existing studies on this topic1 either deal with market reac-
tions to mergers (Agrawal & Ja�e 1999b,a, Harrison & Liu 2004, Hemmingsson
2002, Feinberg 1980, Jensen 1987, Lindqvist 2003a,b, Rosen 2006), general re-
actions to the implications of antitrust2 law (Bishop & Lofaro 2004, Block
et al. 1981, Bulmer 1994, Büthe 2005, DeYoung 1994, Feinberg 1980, 1986,
Feinberg & Harper 1999), or with the determinants of antitrust decisions by
the European Commission (e.g. Bergman et al. 2005, Duso et al. 2002, Morgan
1997, 2001, Neven et al. 1993, Schmittmann & Vonnemann 1992). In contrast
to this literature, my diploma thesis is based on the assumption that traders
have di�erent expectations about the probability of a business combination
depending on the respective Commission's decision and adapt their trading
strategy accordingly. This study thus builds on above mentioned studies by
Brady & Feinberg (2000) and Aktas et al. (2004). Still, many concepts are
derived from other literature loosely related to the research question or one of
its subtopics. These are brie�y sketched out below.

Despite the fact that there is an enormous and ever growing body of literature
on the e�ects of mergers on the respective �rms stocks (e.g. Healy et al. 1992,
Henehan 2002, Jensen 1987, Lundvall 2002, Pautler 2003, Travlos & Waegelein
1992), less evidence exists on e�ects prior to the actual merger, such as regu-
latory decisions. The literature dealing with implications of EU antitrust law
comprises several studies investigating the impact of the Merger Regulation on
�nancial markets and �rm values. For instance Rosen (2006) notices that the
regulation has had a negative impact on corporations' values. Bris & Cabolis
(2002) come to a similar conclusion and Feinberg & Harper (1999) �nd out
that the same applies for the banking sector. Bris & Cabolis (2002) examine
whether merger laws are value-increasing for an economy. With respect to
European merger control, they resume that �both domestic, as well as cross-
border acquisitions, have risen as a consequence of the Directive�, but still the
regulation had a �negative impact on corporate value� (Bris & Cabolis 2002,
02�03).

Other scholars concentrate on the factors motivating the European Commis-
1 For a summary the reader is referred to Pautler (2003, 10�).2 In Europe `antitrust' law is often denoted by competition law. I use both terms inter-

changibly in this thesis.
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sion in its assessment of proposed mergers. The determinants of the Commis-
sion's decisions are of crucial interest in this diploma thesis, presuming that
the market will only re�ect the impact of Commission's decisions, if investors
deal with information on these decisions in similar ways. Such uniform be-
haviour is only possible, if the Commission's decisions are based on rational
considerations such that they imply predictable consequences for competition.
For instance Bergman et al. (2005) �nd out that the Commission's decisions
do not depend on political reasons, such as the nationality of the merging
�rms. They go further into the question what types of mergers are typically
prohibited and whether the Commission's decisions are compatible with eco-
nomic theory (Bergman et al. 2005, 721). Focussing on the factors explaining
the probability of a phase II investigation or the prohibition of a proposed
merger, they �nd that both probabilities increase with the parties' market
shares. This result is rather trivial, since the regulation itself stipulates cer-
tain thresholds based on parties' market shares, to assess compatibility with
the Common Market. Duso et al. (2002), however, conclude that �the com-
mission's decisions cannot be solely accounted for by the motive of protecting
consumer surplus� (Duso et al. 2002, 01), but �nd that it is rather the insti-
tutional and political environment that matters. Further, both country- and
industry e�ects and procedural aspects play an important role in explaining
certain decisions. In line with Duso et al. (2002), Hemmingsson (2002) �nds
that politics and subjectivity played a role in some merger cases. More pre-
cisely, Hemmingsson (2002) investigates the Volvo Scania merger, which is one
of the most studied cases of prohibition. If the results by Duso et al. (2002)
and Hemmingsson (2002) are robust, they will have important implications
for this thesis' analysis. In line with the theory of e�cient markets outlined
below (section 4.1), I would expect to observe a major impact on stock price
volatility if the Commission's decisions were not solely related to distortion
of competition and thus di�cult to anticipate. However, �ndings by Lindsay
et al. (2003) con�rm the same hypothesis as Bergman et al. (2005), namely
that high market shares and barriers to entry are the main causes of prohi-
bitions. Political variables such as whether the merging companies are of US
or scandinavian origin do not show a signi�cant e�ect. In the same realm,
Büthe & Swank (2005) qualify the decisions by DG Competition as apolitical
and �impartial to national `identity' of the �rms in question� (Büthe & Swank
2005, 50).

Neven & Röller (2002) review the �rst ten years of EU merger control im-
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plementation and �nd that whereas the Commission usually allows mergers
that are not expected to distort competition, it does less well in prohibiting
anti-competitive mergers. They relate these ine�ciencies to the �multiple roles
played by the Commission, which essentially acts as investigator, judge and
jury� (Neven & Röller 2002, 16). They conclude that the Commission does
not always decide in line with competitive reasons, but rather strives at pro-
tecting consumer welfare (Neven & Röller 2002, 22; Neven & Röller 2005a,
829). Also Neven et al. (1993) and Geradin (2004) investigate determinants
of Commission's decisions, arriving at similar conclusions. Especially, Geradin
(2004) points out that the yardstick for assessing whether a merger is admissi-
ble is often based on an ill-de�ned notion of e�ciency. In a review process the
Commission veri�es whether possible distortions of competition are outweight
by e�ciency gains3 in terms of better products or economies of scale (Geradin
2004, 02). In line with this argument Neven & Röller (2005b, 667) distinguish
gross and net merger e�ects, where

a gross merger e�ect [. . . ] is the e�ect that a merger will have on prices
if e�ciencies are not taken into account and the net merger e�ect [. . . ]
is the e�ect a merger will have if e�ciencies are considered4 (Neven &
Röller 2005b, 667).

Apparently, it is di�cult to judge a decision's quality as long as the under-
lying decision criteria are unclear. Ignoring this lack of a clear de�nition,
Evans & Padilla (2003) stress that there are certain de�ciencies considering
demand-side e�ciency, such that the Commission tends to make �e�ciencies
an `o�ence' rather than a `defence� ' (Evans & Padilla 2003, 167). Another
point of criticism, also mentioned by Neven & Röller (2002), is the asymmet-
ric treatment of mergers in large and small member states, meaning that the
probability of prohibiting a proposed merger is larger in small than in large
countries (Horn & Stennek 2002). Comparing US and European antitrust en-
forcement, Muris (2001) �nds that the Commission's decisions are not always
solely led by questions of competition. In line with these arguments, Jin (2002)
posits that in blocking the GE/ Honeywell merger in 2001, the Commission
put �too much weight on speculative long-term anticompetitive possibilities at
3 Note that, in contrast to this argumentation, Motta & Vasconcelos (2005, 779) claim

that the European Commission has never cleared a merger on e�ciency grounds. Lager-
löf & Heidhues (2005) simulate the desirability of an e�ciency defence using an equi-
librium analysis.4 The terminology is based on Froeb et al. (2005).
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the expense of de�nite short-term gains for consumers� (Jin 2002, 188). Hol-
land (2003), also investigating the GE/ Honeywell case, emphasizes the fact
that the Commission apparently based its position on prior practices of both
enterprises and expresses doubts, whether such a process is legitimate. Finally,
Zweifel (2003) follows the often expressed concern that the EU su�ers from a
`democratic de�cit'. Comparing European to US and Swiss merger regulation,
he �nds that European merger regulation is less democratic than American �,
but more democratic than Swiss regulation. In the same realm, Muris (2001,
456) argues that there is controversy about the discrimination in treatment of
proposed mergers with di�erent expected impact on competition.

Although it can be concluded that there is some controversy as to whether
the Commission's decisions are only driven by the aim of guaranteeing free
competition, most authors agree that there are at least some points of possible
improvement. Suggestions how to improve European merger analysis can be
found in Ivaldi & Verboven (2005a,b)5.

Whereas these authors critically investigate the way the Commission arrives
at a certain decision, other authors criticize the basic concepts underlying any
decision. For instance, Kühn (2002) argues that the `joint dominance' principle
of the Merger Regulation is not well speci�ed and might lead to bad decisions.
He claims that the assessment of `unilateral e�ects' of mergers is a far better
de�ned concept and as such would probably yield better decisions.

Further relevant for the research topic at hand are the �ndings of �nancial the-
orists on the e�ect of mergers and acquisitions on stock returns. As Commis-
sion's decisions can be simpli�ed to re�ect the anticipation of a certain merger6,
market reaction should be very similar to the reaction expected by a merger.
Asquith & Kim (1982) provide evidence that mergers have a favourable e�ect
on the market value of the common stocks of merging �rms, �the acquired
�rm's stockholders earn large positive abnormal returns from the merger and
the aquiering �rms' stockholders are e�ected little if at all� (Asquith & Kim
1982, 1209). Mandelker (1974) arrives at similar results. Still, Agrawal & Ja�e
(1999b) attribute such e�ects to the short term e�ect of merger announcements,

5 The revision is due to some critical comments by Hausman & Leonard (2005).6 That is, a positive decision by DG Competition indicates that a merger is about to take
place and vice versa. The former is due to the fact that it is very unlikely the merging
parties withdraw once the merger proposal has been approved.
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arguing that the long-run performance following mergers is negative (Agrawal
& Ja�e 1999b, 02). Yet, an overall assessment of both theoretical and empirical
literature on the e�ects of mergers on stock returns suggests that mergers lead
to an aggregate increase in stock returns (Asquith & Kim 1982, Harrison &
Liu 2004, Hemmingsson 2002, Feinberg 1980, Jensen 1987, Lindqvist 2003b,a,
Rosen 2006).

Summing up, there is a very rich literature on European Commission's merger
decisions. The market consequences of such decisions, however, remain un-
derresearched. Before providing my model for explaining variation in market
response, I �rstly lay out the theoretical foundation of this thesis's argument,
namely �nancial theory, which is outlined in the following chapter.



Chapter 4

Financial Theory

[A]n economist [is] strolling down the street with a
companion when they come upon a $100 bill lying
on the ground. As the companion reaches down to
pick it up, the economist says �don't bother � if it
were a real $100 bill, someone would have already
picked it up.�
(Lo & MacKinlay 2002, 06)

Chapter Outline:
In this chaper, I embed the considerations following from chapter 3 into a broader
theoretical framework, namely the foundations of �nancial theory (sections 4.1 and
4.2). Subsequently, I discuss how news and information possibly impact volatility
and stock price returns in section 4.3.

This diploma thesis is mainly based on the theoretical background of �nancial
theory. There are two important theoretical strands, namely the theory of
e�cient markets and behavioural �nance. Each is brie�y presented in sections
4.1 and 4.2, respectively. Chapter 3's overview on the state of the art in studies
on market reaction to the Merger Regulation is thus extended to the above
mentioned general theories of �nance (sections 4.1 and 4.2). Finally, section
4.3 aims at combining both strands and highlighting those aspects important
for the topic under investigation. Hence, this chapter provides the theoretical
foundation motivating the model presented in chapter 5.

4.1 The E�cient Market Hypothesis

The E�cient Market Hypothesis (EMH), attributed to Fama (1965) and Fama
et al. (1969), has been (and to some extent still is) the workhorse theory in
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�nance for many years. Its basic idea is that �[t]he price of a stock re�ects
the time- and risk-discounted present value of all future cash �ows that are
expected to accrue to the holder of that stock� (Bhagat & Romano 2005, 04).
By the same token, Fama characterizes an e�cient market by the existence of

a large number of rational pro�t maximizers actively competing with
each other to predict future market values of individual securities and
where important current information is almost freely available to all
participants (Fama 1965, 36�37).

Rationality in this context follows a dual de�nition. Firstly, actors are ex-
pected to update their beliefs in a bayesian manner whenever they receive new
information. This means that investors are not supposed to exactly know the
parameters determining market behaviour, but they recognise the uncertainty
in their current knowledge as more data arrives (Cuthbertson & Nitzsche 2004,
47). More precisely, investors have a certain prior belief which they consistently
update to form a posterior belief upon information arrival. Given that the true
parameters are constant, the posterior beliefs should in the long run converge
towards the true parameters (Cuthbertson & Nitzsche 2004, 50). Secondly,
given their beliefs, investor's choices are consistent with subjective expected
utility (Barberis & Thaler 2003, 1055). This concept of rationality entails that
traders rapidly assimilate any information and instantaneously adjust prices
accordingly. It further presumes that to the extent that some investors are not
rational, their trades are random and therefore cancel each other out without
a�ecting prices. Even if investors are irrational in similar ways, they are met
in the market by rational arbitrageurs who eliminate their in�uence on prices.

To paraphrase Ballie und Bollerslev, in an e�cient market, the actual price is
a su�cient statistic for the distribution of future price movements (Ballie &
Bollerslev 1989, 298), i.e. prices fully re�ect all available information at any
time. This constitutes the EMH's major assumption, namely that markets deal
e�ciently with new information1 and consequently only react to news. Given
that news is per de�nitionem unpredictable, returns should be unforecastable
as well (Bailey 2005, 77; Cuthbertson & Nitzsche 2004, 54). In other words,

the best predictor of the price of an asset at time t + 1 is its price

1 Prast & De Vor (2005) and Bailey (2005, 64�) give a good overview on di�erent types
of information.
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at time t. The consequence of the e�cient market hypothesis is that,
in equilibrium, only unexpected information (news) will in�uence the
expected (average) price of an asset (Leblang 2002, 05).

These characteristics imply that (on average) investors cannot yield abnormal
pro�ts by trading risky �nancial assets (Cuthbertson & Nitzsche 2004, 53) as
individuals have no comparative advantage in the acquisition of information.

In general, three forms of the EMH can be distinguished. The weak form of the
EMH assumes that investors cannot earn superior risk-adjusted pro�ts based
on information contained in current and past prices. A simple random walk
model provides an example of weak form e�ciency (Bailey 2005, 70). The semi-
strong form of the EMH, usually considered in empirical work (Cuthbertson
& Nitzsche 2004, 64), and as such also relevant for this thesis, postulates that
investors cannot yield abnormal returns based on any publicly available infor-
mation. �The rationale here is that there are su�cient investors who act upon
publicly available information for their actions to result in observed prices that
re�ect the information� (Bailey 2005, 70). Finally, the strong form of the EMH
even posits that all information is re�ected in asset prices, such that investors
cannot even make pro�ts based on private or inside information (Malkiel 2003,
196). However, the strong form EMH has not yet been proven empirically.
Still, this might be due to the di�culty of assessing private information rather
than theoretical fallacy.

There are several empirical studies investigating whether information is dealt
with e�ciently. As these studies often contrast the EMH or Random Walk
Hypothesis2 with behavioural approaches, I present them after a brief discus-
sion of behavioural �nance (section 4.2) in section 4.3. Still, it can already
be deduced from above theoretical outline that, assuming e�cient markets,
reaction to decisions on mergers are only expected if the respective Commis-
sion decision was unforeseen. This deduction also �nds empirical support, for
instance by Neven & Röller (2002) and Schwert (1996).

Another concept crucial in the study of e�cient markets is the existence of
anticipation e�ects. For instance, Haw et al. (1990) examine the e�ect of
non-public information prior to mergers and �nd out that there is substantial
market reaction prior to the release of public information. This is in line with
2 The reader is referred to Lo & MacKinlay (2002) for a compendium on the current

state of the Random Walk Hypothesis.
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the semi-strong form EMH, stating that no pro�ts can be gained on public
information. If the market reacts even before information is made public,
this information cannot be used any longer to yield higher returns. In the
same vein, Zaima & Harjoto (2005) even show that non-public information
or whispering can be more informative than public information. Comparing
whispering to analysts' forecasts of the value of certain stocks, Zaima & Harjoto
(2005) �nd out that the predictions by whisperers are usually more reliable.3

Such �ndings are robust to di�erent types of events. This can be illustrated by
the studies of Mandelker (1974) and Asquith & Kim (1982), both examining
whether mergers lead to abnormal asset returns. Whereas Mandelker (1974),
focusing on the date of a merger, �nds no signi�cant evidence, Asquith & Kim
(1982), who rely on the date on which the intent to merge was announced,
show signi�cant abnormal returns. The same applies for Brockett et al. (1999,
03) who show that markets anticipate an election result about eight days prior
to the election day rather than reacting to the actual election result.

One reason many empirical studies rely on the theory of e�cient markets is its
simplicity. In the words of Statman (1999): �Standard �nance is compelling
because it uses a minimum of tools to build a uni�ed theory intended to answer
all the questions of �nance� (Statman 1999, 19). Yet, simplicity does not
always guarantee accuracy. Thus, during the last twenty years, many scholars
have focused on the way `real' actors behave in order to explain divergent
(abnormal) market behaviour (Barberis & Thaler 2003). This research can
be subsumed under the theory of behavioural �nance which is outlined in the
following section.

Still, Statman (1999) quali�es the rather strong assumptions underlying the
EMH by providing a less demanding de�nition of e�cient markets: �One mean-
ing is that investors cannot systematically beat the market. The other is
that security prices are rational� (Statman 1999, 18). He expresses doubts on
whether the second meaning holds in reality and therefore suggests sticking to
the �rst one rather than rewriting �nancial theory such as behaviourists have
done.

3 For an earlier account of insider trading the reader is referred to Ja�e (1974).
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4.2 Behavioural Finance

In contrast to the assumptions of the EMH, behavioural �nance acknowledges
that investors do not always act in a fully rational way. As Statman (1999,
20) puts it: �Standard �nance people are modelled as `rational', whereas be-
havioural �nance people are modelled as `normal� '. Such statements are often
based on psychological �ndings and experimental results challenging rational-
ity assumptions. A very well known example is provided by Kahnemann &
Tversky (1979), who note that people tend to systematically deviate from the
assumptions of expected utility theory. Kahnemann and Tversky's research
e�orts have become known under the term prospect theory.

Further, based on insights from cognitive psychology, models of investor be-
haviour attempt to explain deviations from the assumption of e�cient mark-
tes4. For instance, according to behavioural �nance, traders are often over-
or underreacting to information (e.g. Daniel et al. 1998, de Bondt & Thaler
1985, Odean 1998, Shleifer 2000, Thaler 1993). Such irrational reactions are
related to either investor overcon�dence in the precision of private information
(Odean 1998) or variations in con�dence arising from biased self-attribution
(Daniel et al. 1998, 1839), which can both be explained by means of psycho-
logical experiments and surveys. Thus, Daniel et al. (1998) note that due to
imperfect rationality �overcon�dence implies negative long-lag autocorrelations
[and] excess volatility� (i.e.in excess of what rational actors would cause). They
further argue that biased self-attribution leads to �positive short-lag autocor-
relations [. . . and] short-run earnings `drift', but negative correlations between
future returns and long-term past stock market and accounting performance�
(Daniel et al. 1998, 1839). The authors conclude that investors tend to overre-
act to private� and underreact to public information (Daniel et al. 1998, 1865).
Odean (1998), in turn, �nds that trader's expected utility decreases and trad-
ing volume increases when investors are overcon�dent. In line with Daniel
et al. (1998) and Zaima & Harjoto (2005), he further emphasizes that traders
tend to systematically overweigh anecdotal in contrast to abstract information.
Remarkably, these �ndings are subsumed under the seemingly contradictory
title �When All Traders are Above Average�.

The claims of behavioural �nance only hold if people do not deviate from
rationality randomly, but rather most deviate in the same way (de Bondt &

4 For an overview see Barberis & Thaler (2003).
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Thaler 1996, 251). Still, Prast & De Vor (2005) note that

even if individuals are biased in their judgement of information, this does
not automatically imply that markets are ine�cient. As long as not all
market participants are in�uenced, there might be room for markets to
function e�ciently, as market clearing prices are set by marginal, not
average behaviour (Prast & De Vor 2005, 118).

Accordingly, Jacobsen et al. (2000) �nd that political stock markets work e�-
ciently, although some of the traders participating in their experiment exhib-
ited judgement biases.

A further point in behavioural �nance is the notion of `noise' (Black 1996,
03-19), understood as misleading information. Only rational actors base their
investment decisions on real information, whereas noise traders react to misper-
ceptions (noise). Thus, behaviouristic assumptions suggest that uncertainty in
the market place is not only due to rationally incorporated new information.
It is also caused by noise and by rational arbitrageurs'5 reaction to and antici-
pation of irrational investors' (noise traders) trading behaviour (DeLong et al.
1996, 24). McGillivray accordingly concludes:

political uncertainty can have a psychological e�ect that increases mar-
ket volatility [...] Political uncertainty, in and of itself, increases gen-
eral unease in the market and makes irrational behavior more likely
(McGillivray 2003b).

Building on this argument, I contend that market volatility increases with
uncertainty about the outcome of ongoing merger review processes. This ar-
gument is further developed in section 5.2.

Such irrational- or only boundedly rational behaviour is closely linked to the
notion of cognitive dissonance (Festinger 1968) and has led to a restatement
of usual models of rational decision making. For instance Akerlof & Dickens
(1982) analyse the welfare consequences of cognitive dissonance by explaining
behaviour in labour markets. In their view the concept can be represented by
the following propositions:
5 'arbitrage' is de�ned as �simultaneous purchase and sale of the same, or essentially

similar, security in two di�erent markets for advantageously di�erent prices� (Shleifer
2000, 28). For a in-depth discussion of risky abitrage also see Shleifer & Vishny (1997).
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First, persons not only have preferences over states of the world, but also
over their beliefs about the state of the world. Second, persons have some
control over their beliefs; not only are people able to exercise some choice
about belief given available information, they can also manipulate their
own beliefs by selecting sources of information likely to con�rm `desired'
beliefs [. . . ] (Akerlof & Dickens 1982, 307).

Goetzmann & Peles (1997) apply the concept to the behaviour of mutual fund
investors, who tend to overestimate past fund performance. They provide
empirical evidence that investor inertia in e�ect is due to adjusted beliefs
aimed at supporting past decisions, rather than re�ecting costs implied by
strategy changes (Goetzmann & Peles 1997, 146).

With respect to merger announcements, Rosen (2006) points out that �bidder
stock prices are more likely to increase when a merger is announced if recent
mergers by other �rms have been received well [. . . ] or if the overall stock
market is doing better� (Rosen 2006, 987). These results hint that investor
sentiment plays an important role in determining market reaction to merger
announcements. In fact, �[w]hen investor expectations are based more on op-
timistic expectations than reality, the short-run boosts in price caused by a
merger announcement are reversed in the long run as the track record of the
merger becomes known� (Rosen 2006, 1016).

Promising as the approach might be, behavioural theories run the risk of stat-
ing ex-post ad hoc explanations for any empirical �nding not consistent with
classical �nancial theory. For this reason, the hypotheses presented in chapter
5 are based on the rationality assumptions stipulated by the theory of e�cient
markets rather than on behaviouristic explanations. As Fama (1998) resumes:
�it is safe to predict that we will soon see a menu of behavioral models that can
be mixed and matched to explain speci�c anomalies� (Fama 1998, 291). More-
over, Schwert (2003, 943) notes that both market ine�ciencies and anomalies
tend to fade out once they have been discussed in the academic literature.
This observation allows for two conclusions. Either, the �ndings are subject to
sample selection bias and hence are simply not generalizable, or markets actu-
ally do follow the assumptions of the EMH, such that investors learn e�ciently
and accordingly trade on the information gained by the publication of market
anomalies (Schwert 2003, 970). If practitioners indeed implement the strate-
gies suggested by the �nance literature, the information on market anomalies
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(e.g. weekend-, turn-of-the-year-, or size-e�ect6) will instantaneously be priced
in and its market e�ect cedes to exist.

As mentioned earlier, scholars of both e�cient markets and behavioural �nance
are interested in the way investors deal with information and incorporate it
into their trading strategy. The �ndings of some respective empirical studies
are outlined in the following section, providing a �rst notion on how markets
should react to European Commission's merger decisions.

4.3 Impact of Information and News on Volatil-
ity and Stock Price Returns

Many current publications derive hypothesis based on both the assumption of
e�cient markets and the insights gained by behavioural theorists. Their main
focus is on market reaction to news and `noise'.

With respect to European merger activity, Aktas et al. (2002)7 investigate
whether the information �ow on mergers and acquisitions by DG competition
leads to heterogeneous investor valuation of the assets concerned. As they can-
not observe any statistically signi�cant increase in heterogeneity, they conclude
that the Commission's communication is e�cient:

there is a link between heterogeneity, asset prices and volatility. Varia-
tions of heterogeneity induce variations of volatility, which leads them-
selves to variations of prices. Aktas et al. (2002, 02).

Apart from the contributions by Aktas et al. (2004, 2002) and Brady & Fein-
berg (2000), some literature deals with the e�ect of other events in the context
of European integration on stock markets. With respect to decisions taken
by European Institutions, Fatum & Hutchison (2002) investigate the impact
of European Central Bank (ECB) intervention and intervention-related news
on the Euro-US Dollar exchange rate. They distinguish between rumours
and o�cial statements by ECB o�cials. They �nd that only negative o�cial
6 The reader is referred to Keim & Ziemba (2000) for a review of these and other market

anomalies.7 For similar results also see Aktas et al. (2001).
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statements have a persistent e�ect on the Euro exchange rate. This is but one
example, that di�erent types of news and information can be distinguished
supposedly having divergent e�ects on stock markets. Ayrer et al. (2001) in-
vestigate stock reactions to positive and negative news in new-economy and
old-economy stocks in Germany. They �nd di�ering reactions to good and bad
news of old- and new-economy with the e�ect of both switching from being
very strong to not signi�cant and vice versa depending on whether the stock
market in general was booming or declining (Ayrer et al. 2001, 08). They con-
clude that �the prices of new economy stocks re�ect investor sentiment more
readily than those of old economy shares� due to higher uncertainty in the
former (Ayrer et al. 2001, 09).

Another important factor distinguishing e�cient and behaviouristic ways of
handling with information is `news-�ltering'. For instance, Prast & De Vor
(2005), following De Grauwe (2000), study the reactions of the Euro-US Dol-
lar exchange rate to economic and political news. They �nd that there are
asymmetries in the reaction pattern to news partly due to �biased informa-
tion �ltering by market participants� (Prast & De Vor 2005, 115). Further,
investors are found to pay little attention to economic news, but react to po-
litical news and central bank statements as long as the Euro area is concerned.
Accordingly, investors might also react to political decisions8 by the European
Commission, such as merger decisions. Interestingly, the authors further �nd
that the intensity of investor's reactions di�ers with good and bad news (Prast
& De Vor 2005, 126). This �nding constitutes a cornerstone of my model
of market reactions to European Commission's merger decisions presented in
section 5. In this context, good news would be the announcement of market
conformity, whereas bad news relates to the prohibition of a proposed merger.

Both the arrival of news and the way it is �ltered by investors can have a
direct impact on stock price returns or a�ect a stock's volatility (Schneider &
Tröger 2004, 07). Whereas the arrival of news is linked to the level of stock
prices, uncertainty has been shown to lead to higher volatility (e.g. Chang
2006, Franzese 2002, Leblang 2002, Leblang & Mukherjee 2004, 2005, Schnei-
der & Tröger 2004). The reasoning behind this nexus is that news induces
traders to update their priors on future �rm performance and is consequently

8 There is some controversy whether the Commission's decisions on proposed mergers
are of pure economic or also of political nature (see section 3).
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re�ected in a stock's value. Volatility, in turn, increases if traders are uncertain
about the nature of an upcoming event, e.g. a positive or negative political or
economic decision, and as a response constantly adapt their trading strategies
to adequately respond to the most current available information. These ever
changing trading strategies are re�ected by high �uctuations of prices and, on
the aggregate level, an increase in market volatility can be observed. This is
well in line with the EMH, implying that only uncertainty can explain an in-
crease in volatility due to political events. �Obviously, volatility is a response
to news, which must be a surprise� (Engle 2001, 166).

Following these considerations, I expect respective stock return and volatility
reactions to the decisions taken within the scope of the Merger Regulation.
These are explicitly modelled in the following chapter.



Chapter 5

Model and Hypotheses

Models are to be used, not believed.
(Henri Theil `Principles of Econometrics')

Chapter Outline:
Following the theoretical foundations laid out in chapter 3 and 4, this chapter aims
at resuming the discussion and building an empirically testable model. The �rst
part (section 5.1) is dedicated to stock returns and the second (section 5.2) deals
with volatility. Finally, section 5.3 lays out some alternative explanations.

Recalling the research question outlined in chapter 1, the aim of this thesis is
to show whether di�erent types of decisions on proposed mergers (permission,
prolonged review process, prohibition) have any and if so what kind of impact
on both the value of stock returns and market volatility. Accordingly, chapters
3 and 4 suggest certain expectations on how markets should react to di�erent
decisions by the European Commission. This chapter resumes the discussion
and presents empirically testable hypotheses.

5.1 Stock Returns

It has been shown that markets tend to positively receive merger decisions
(e.g. Bittlingmayer 1992, 1993, Block et al. 1981, Bris & Cabolis 2002, Ellert
1976, Eckbo & Wier 1985, Feinberg 1980, 1986, Prager 1992, Stilman 1983).
These empirical �ndings are based on the conjecture that a �rm's value rises
with the expectation of a better market position which could be achieved by
a respective merger. The EMH implies that rather than reacting to a merger
as such, markets should already re�ect news on a probable merger. In other
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words, stock returns mirror investors' expectations of the probability of a pro-
posed merger to actually take place. Investor expectations are further assumed
to change in response to both the actual decision of the European Commission
and the expectation of how DG Competition will decide.

In line with several empirical studies (Aktas et al. 2001, 2004, Bergman et al.
2005, Duso et al. 2002, Pautler 2003), already introduced in chapter 3, I expect
the market to distinguish between positive and negative Commission's deci-
sions. In particular, based on the assumption that the expected value of a �rm
is priced in immediately upon the arrival of news, decisions linked to proba-
ble future performance increase (decrease) should have a positive (negative)
impact on a stock's value once information about the respective decision has
reached the market. Accordingly, both declarations of serious doubts about
a merger's compatibility with the Common Market (Art 6.1c of the Merger
Regulation) and prohibitions of a proposed merger (Art 8.3 of the Merger
Regulation) are expected to have a negative impact on the respective com-
panies' stock returns. The causal link being that such a decision implies a
possible failure to merge, which, in turn, leads utility-maximizing investors to
update their portfolio accordingly. In view of the expectation of worse condi-
tions of competition for the �rms in question, rational investors will update
their priors about future stock values downwards and thus no longer wish to
hold the respective stocks. This causes bidding prices and �assuming that nor
will investors wish to buy these stocks any longer� also asking prices to fall.

H1: Initiations of phase II (Art. 6(1)(c)) and prohibitions of a pro-
posed merger (Art. 8(3)) tend to negatively in�uence the respective
companies' stock returns.

H1 is partly derived from the �ndings by Brady & Feinberg (2000) who con-
clude that � `serious doubts' [. . . ] decisions adversely impact stock values [. . . ]
This result suggests that investors expect many mergers to have positive e�ects
on company earnings� (Brady & Feinberg 2000, 889).

Correspondingly, one should expect a reversed relationship between permitting
decisions and the respective companies' stock returns. Though, this e�ect,
if at all existent, should be rather marginal. This is due to the fact that
DG Competition far more frequently concludes that a proposed merger is in
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conformance with the Common Market than refusing it (see table 6.11), such
that permitting decisions constitute the norm and are thus of little informative
value to the market.

H2: Decisions according to Art. 8(2) and 6(1)(b) have a slight
positive e�ect on the respective companies' stock returns.

In addition, scholars of behavioural �nance have shown that investors tend to
react more strongly to bad news than to good news. Accordingly, Kaminsky
& Schukler (1999), investigating stock prices during the Asian crisis in the late
1990s, �nd that some movements can neither be explained by economic, nor
by political news. The authors conclude that bad news in periods of crisis may
increase uncertainty and promote herd behaviour.

Further, even if a proposed merger is declared to be compatible with the Com-
mon Market, the clearance is often accompanied by certain conditions the
merging �rms need to meet. Bergman et al. (2005, 718) argue that �the condi-
tions for allowing a merger have, in some cases, been so strict as to e�ectively
amount to a prohibition�. This implies that even the permission of a proposed
merger might have a negative impact, if the permission is linked to certain
obligations that are so strong that they come close to a prohibition.

H2a: Decisions according to Art. 8(2) and 6(1)(b) subject to cer-
tain conditions and obligations have a less positive e�ect on the
respective companies' stock returns than do these decisions with-
out conditions.

Finally, the rulings by DG Competition should only have an e�ect on stock
returns if they provide news. As such, procedural decisions, i.e. the mere
declaration that a certain merger is within or without the Merger Regulation
should not signi�cantly e�ect stock returns:

H3: Procedural decisions (Art. 6(1)(a)) do not signi�cantly e�ect
stock returns.

1 Note that this number might be misleading as in many cases the merging parties -fearing
a prohibition- withdrew their noti�cation. Arguably, these withdrawals could be un-
derstood as de facto prohibitions (Bergman et al. 2005, 718).
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H3 again is closely related to the study of Brady & Feinberg (2000) who could
not detect any e�ect of decisions according to Art. 6(1)(a) on the stocks in
their sample.

These hypotheses only hold if the Commission's decisions are indeed merely
aimed at protecting competition in the Common Market. As mentioned ear-
lier (chapter 3), there is some controversy on whether this assertion in fact
applies to DG Competition's actions (Bittlingmayer 1992, Brady & Feinberg
2000, Bris & Cabolis 2002, Ellert 1976, Eckbo 1983, Eckbo & Wier 1985,
Eckbo 1992, Hemmingsson 2002, Morgan 2001, Muris 2001, Neven et al. 1993,
Neven & Röller 2002, Röller et al. 2001, Stilman 1983, Slovin et al. 1991, Song
& Walkling 2000). This has the further consequence that sometimes investors
wrongly anticipate certain decisions (Neven & Röller 2002). Incorrect anticipa-
tions promote investor uncertainty, the latter being linked to higher volatility.
I will provide more details on this nexus in the following section.

5.2 Market Volatility

In line with the EMH, the extent to which the implementation of the Merger
Regulation leads to an increase in market volatility depends on whether in-
vestors con�dently anticipate the respective decision (Brady & Feinberg 2000,
894). To be more precise, if traders are not sure about the outcome of an up-
coming Commission's decision, they will constantly adapt their trading strate-
gies to adequately respond to the most current available information on the
probable outcome so that market volatility increases.

H4: The less a certain decision by the European Commission on
a proposed merger is anticipated, the higher is the volatility of the
respective company's stock return.

The logic of this argument is based on the assumption that traders are risk-
averse utility-maximisers. To simplify the model, imagine a risk-averse trader
intending to maximize his utility by an optimized trading strategy. Given
that he is fully informed on the e�ects of certain mergers on stock prices
and has certain �xed assumptions on the probable impact a merger has on
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the respective �rm's value, he will update his trading strategy to optimally
anticipate and respond to the companies' actions whose shares he is trading.
Based on these assumptions the causal mechanism is easily derived: During the
examination period (i.e. the revision process by DG Competition) the investor
estimates which decision is most likely to occur and buys or sells the companies'
stocks accordingly. Whenever he can get hold of new information on either the
likelihood of a certain outcome of the revision process or the impact a merger
is supposed to have on the involved parties' market power, he instantaneously
takes in this information, updating his prior belief in a bayesian manner, and
adapts his portfolio to optimally �t this new level of information. In expectancy
of an uncertain decision, the trader's anticipation changes continuously and
thus leads to ever changing trading strategies. Assuming that the market
exists of many such traders, volatility increases as the probability to correctly
predict DG Competition's action decreases.

5.3 Alternative Explanations

The causal mechanism expected to underlay possible market reactions to Eu-
ropean Commission's merger decisions as outlined in sections 5.1 and 5.2 is
consistent with current empirical �ndings, but still there is no guarantee this
is the only possible explanation. Below, I therefore brie�y sketch out some
alternative explanations.

I have claimed that the implication of the European Merger Regulation, namely
permissions, prohibitions of mergers and related decisions under certain cir-
cumstances have an impact on both stock values and market volatility. How-
ever, if abnormal returns or volatility increases can be observed around the
day of a respective decision this does not necessarily mean that the hypotheses
hold. Nor does the absence of abnormal returns or excess volatility justify
a de�nite rejection. There still could be other factors responsible for either
result.

Firstly, the level of a certain stock could also change due to a general market
trend or other events (external shocks) relevant for the company, such as the
announcement of quarterly �gures. Secondly, volatility is not only a�ected by
investor uncertainty but has also been shown to highly correlate with trading
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volume (Gallant et al. 1992, Leblang & Mukherjee 2005, 2004).

In order to distinguish the e�ect of Commission's decisions from other factors
e�ecting both stock value and market volatility, I chose a dual strategy. On the
one hand, I opt for an event study (section 6.2) which is explicitly designed to
detect the e�ect of single events on stock values. On the other hand I introduce
respective control variables to account for third factors in�uencing returns and
volatility. This strategy is explained in more detail in the following part of this
thesis which aims at challenging above hypothesis with empirical data.



Part II

Empirical Application



Chapter 6

Research Design

In theory, there should be no di�erence between
theory and practice, but in practice, there is.
(William T. Harbaugh)

Chapter Outline:
Starting with an extensive discussion of case selection (section 6.1), this chapter is
further dedicated to presenting this study's research design (section 6.2 and 6.3).
The �nal sections deal with the de�nition of basic concepts and the operationali-
sation of respective variables (section 6.4).

The Research Design underlying this diploma thesis is twofold. First, e�ects of
Commission's decisions on the level of asset returns are determined by means
of an event study. Secondly, volatility e�ects are assessed using di�erent kinds
of ARCH-models.

In the remainder of this chapter I shall �rst outline the design decisions relevant
for both steps, such as the case selection and period of investigation. This
section is followed by an introduction to event studies, which heavily relies on
the review article by MacKinlay (1997). The subsequent section discusses the
design for analysing volatility e�ects, followed by the operationalisation of all
variables relevant for both parts of the analysis.

6.1 Case Selection and Period of Investigation

It follows from chapter I that the population of interest for this study comprises
all European Commission's decisions on a proposed merger after the entry into
force of the merger regulation in September 1990 until today.
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Table 6.1: Decisions within the scope of the Merger Regulation,
September 21st 1990 to September 30th 2005

Noti�cations
Number of noti�ed cases 2901
Cases withdrawn - phase I 67
Cases withdrawn - phase II 26

First Phase Decisions
Art 6(1)(a) (out of scope of Merger Regulation) 54
Art 6(1)(b) (compatible) 2440
Art 6(1)(b) (compatible under certain conditions and obligations) 132
Art 6(1)(c) (serious doubts, initiation of phase II) 149

Second Phase Decisions
Art 8(2) (8(1) under Reg. 139/2004, compatible) 28
Art 8(2) (compatible with commitments) 74
Art 8(3) (prohibition) 19
Art 8(4) (restore e�ective competition) 4

Other Decisions
Art 6(3)(a) (decision revoked) 1
Art 8(5)(a) (decision revoked) 0
Art 14 (decision imposing �nes) 8
Art 7(4) (7(3) under Reg. 139/2004, derogation from suspension) 90

(Source: http://europa.eu.int/comm/competition/mergers/cases/stats.html)

Both for reasons of feasibility and data availability it is not possible to in-
vestigate the impact of all Commission's decisions during this time period.
First and foremost, this is due to the fact that not all companies are listed
on a national stock exchange. As Aktas et al. (2004) put it: �Our criterion
for including a noti�cation in our �nal sample is straightforward: at least one
of the subject �rms must be quoted on a national stock exchange� (Aktas
et al. 2004, 739). Thus, I �rstly gathered all necessary and available �nancial
data (see chapter 7) on all companies involved in any merger decision over the
entire period of interest. In a second step I drew a sample out of this prese-
lection. Still, there are some further limitations which made me refrain from
conducting a simple random selection. First of all, table 6.1 shows that the
occurrence of certain decisions varies enormously. While there have been 2440
decisions of compatibility with the common market, only nineteen prohibitions
were expressed. In order to include all types of decisions despite of rare events,
a strati�ed random sample (cf. Schnell et al. 2005, 279), with each decision
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type de�ning one strata, would be the most appropriate. However, there is
little gain from drawing a random sample out of a preselection that has not
been drawn randomly but by convenience (availability of �nancial data is not
random).

Yet another concern is the fact that investigating both level and volatility
e�ects requires large stock markets with high market capitalization to yield
stable results (McGillivray 2003a, 374). Thus, it appears appropriate to con-
centrate on those decisions e�ecting companies traded at one of the major Eu-
ropean stock markets, namely London, Paris or Frankfurt. As most decisions
within the scope of the Merger Regulation were taken on German companies
(Aktas et al. 2004, 738), I �nally decided to concentrate on those companies
traded in Frankfurt.

Given these selection criteria, the �nal sample is rather small. Hence, I re-
frained from making any restriction to the time period investigated in order
to allow for a large enough number of cases for drawing inference. Further,
investigating the whole time period since the entry into force of the Merger
Regulation enables to track changes in investor behaviour. Traders could for
instance need some time to get used to and adequately assess the Commission's
behaviour and the kind of decisions usually taken with respect to a proposed
merger. Thus, anticipation might become more accurate over time, whereas
in the �rst years, over- or underreactions such as described in section 4.2 are
expected to occur more frequently. By the same token, this rather long period
of investigation eliminates possible cluster-e�ects. According to McWilliams
et al. (1999, 356) such e�ects occur if either a large number of �rms in the
sample belong to the same or a related industry or if events cluster in time.
Cluster e�ects are further reduced by the fact that, as far as possible, I only
included one of the merging �rms per case in the �nal sample, reckoning that
observations of several �rms involved in the same merger are not independent.1

Last but not least, the number of cases to investigate for each decision type
after having applied above selection criteria varied enormously. I therefore
randomly selected ten cases out of each decision type containing more than
ten cases. It should be noted, however, that the random selection was con-
ducted with Stata and thus does not rely on real, but pseudo random numbers.

1 There are some exceptions in the case of decisions according to article 8(3) due to poor
data availability.
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Summing up, the case selection is based on convenience sampling led by both
theoretical, methodological, and feasibility criteria. As will be further dis-
cussed in section 8.1.1 this inhibits certain estimation procedures as common
statistical signi�cance tests are based on the assumption of simple random se-
lection (cf. Chaudhuri et al. 2000). A list of the �nal sample can be found in
appendix A.

6.2 Event Study

Although rarely used in political science, the event study methodology has a
long history in �nancial econometrics, one of its �rst proponents being Dolley
(1933). The model used by most scholars today goes back to Ball & Brown
(1968) and Fama et al. (1969). The event study methodology rests on the
assumption that �given rationality in the marketplace, the e�ects of an event
will be re�ected immediately in security prices� (MacKinlay 1997, 13) and is
thus directly linked to the assumptions stated in section 4.1. The basic aim
of this methodology is to isolate the e�ect of certain events on asset returns
from other factors in�uencing the movement of the latter. With regard to the
research question at hand, this methodology is applied in order to investigate
the impact Commission's decisions on a proposed merger have on the asset
returns of the parties involved.

This e�ect is assessed by means of the so called abnormal return. The abnormal
return is the di�erence between the normal return and the return observed at
the event period (cf. Guidolin & La Ferrara 2006, McGillivray 2003a, MacKin-
lay 1997). By de�nition, the normal return is �the expected return without
conditioning on the event taking place� (MacKinlay 1997, 15). In other words,
it refers to �individual �rm returns that would have occurred in the absence of
the event� (Aktas et al. 2004, 739). Abnormal returns thus constitute changes
in asset prices that are related to certain events (Guidolin & La Ferrara 2006,
04); e.g. a Commission's decision. In its most general form, the abnormal
return ARi,t of �rm i at event date t can be statet as

ARi,t = Ri,t − E(Ri,t|Xt), (6.1)
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where ARi,t is the abnormal-, Ri,t is the actual, E(Ri,t|Xt) is the normal return
for time period t, and Xt is the �conditioning information for the normal return
model� (MacKinlay 1997, 15). The abnormal return thus equals �the actual
ex post return of the security over the event window minus the normal return
of the �rm over the event window� (MacKinlay 1997, 15; cf. section 6.4.1.1).
Hence, any event study is twofold: �rstly, normal performance is measured to
calculate the normal return, and secondly, this normal return is compared to
the return at the time of the event of interest. Deviations from the normal
return are attributed to the event and constitute abnormal returns.

The general �ow of analysis of an event study starts with determining the event
of interest and de�ning the period during which abnormal returns of the �rms
involved are analysed. This period of interest is commonly called the event
window . The event window at minimum consists of the unit of time (in this
study the day) the event of interest happened. However, it is customary to
extend the window over a few days surrounding the event. Starting the event
window prior to the day of the event captures possible anticipation e�ects,
whereas extending the event window to include one or more days after the
respective event is appropriate if news is only slowly absorbed, e.g. if stock
markets close before news announcement. Formally, the event window covers
the period t = t0 − k1, ..., t0 + k2, where t0 is the time the event of interest
happens and ki are the leads and lags determined by the researcher.

estimation window event window

t0 t +k0
t -k0t -k-d0t - -k-d0 �

Figure 6.1: Timeline of an Event Study

Once having de�ned the event window, an equilibrium model of expected nor-
mal returns (Ruback 1982, 90; see also section 6.4.1.1) has to be chosen, as
well as the time period (see page 39) for which this model is applied. In order
to prevent the parameters of this normal performance model from being in�u-
enced by the event of interest, these are usually estimated for a time period
di�erent to the event window (MacKinlay 1997). It is thus common practice
to establish an estimation window prior to the event window, which does not
overlap with the latter. The estimation window is de�ned as covering the pe-
riod t = t0−τ−k−d, . . . , t0−k−d, where d is the distance between estimation
and event window. It follows that L1 = t0 + 2 · |k| is the length of the event-
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and L2 = t0 + 2 · |k| + d + τ is the length of the estimation window.2 This
timeline is visualized in �gure 6.1.

The normal performance model itself can either be led by statistical assump-
tions or economic considerations (MacKinlay 1997, 17), each possessing various
merits and possible problems. The assumptions of the former rather than re-
lying on economic arguments, concern the behaviour of asset returns, whereas
the latter refer to expectations of investor behaviour. Di�erent models applied
in this study are presented in section 8.1.1.

Having calculated abnormal returns as speci�ed in section 8.1.1, it is common
practice to aggregate these in a meaningful manner. This is because the overall
e�ect of a speci�c type of event rather than individual returns are of interest
(Guidolin & La Ferrara 2006, 16). In particular, this necessitates aggregation
both across securities and through time. For this purpose the abnormal returns
of security i are �rst aggregated through time, namely over the event window.
The cumulant of the abnormal return of security i over the event window t0−k,
. . . , t0 + k is

CARi =

t0+k∑
t=t0−k

ARit. (6.2)

Given that the sample does not include two companies involved in the same
merger (see section 6.1), it can be reasonably assumed that cumulative and ab-
normal returns are independent across securities. Using AR from 6.1, the indi-
vidual abnormal returns can be averaged for each event window t0−k, . . . t0+k,
so that the sample aggregated abnormal return becomes

ARt =
1

N

N∑
i=1

ARi,t, (6.3)

2 In both cases, I assume that k1 = k2. Otherwise, the length of the event window is
de�ned as L1 = t0 + k1 + k2 and the length of the estimation window amounts to
L2 = t0 + k1 + k2 + d + τ .
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where N is the number of events (MacKinlay 1997, 24).

Using these sample aggregated abnormal returns, these can again be aggre-
gated to construct the cumulant of the sample abnormal return and thus hav-
ing a synthetic measure across securities and through time. This measure
amounts to the cumulative average abnormal return (CAAR):

CAAR = CARt =

t0+k∑
t=t0−k

ARt. (6.4)

The cumulative average abnormal returns constituting the event study's de-
pendent variable, operational questions of the event study are discussed in
more detail in section 6.4 presenting variables and their operationalisations.

Di�erent statistical models for calculating parameter estimates, as well as the
testing framework for the abnormal returns are presented in section 8. The
next section is dedicated to the volatility analysis.

6.3 Volatility Analysis

The volatility analysis testing hypothesis four (impact of uncertain decisions
on volatility) is only employed to a small subset of the whole sample. The
reasoning of this constriction is that for most enterprises there is too little
variance on the anticipation variables for a meaningful analysis. Hypothesis
four is thus examplarily tested on enterprises subject to Art. 8(3) decisions
(prohibition).3 Apparently, negative decisions are by far better covered by
the �nancial press than positive ones. Still, this does not necessitate that the
market is hardly interested in positive decisions: mergers are prohibited only
to prevent the merging companies from taking a market dominating position.
Yet, only the fusion of companies already holding a large market share will
lead to such a dominating position. Such large companies are traded most
actively and thus reported on more frequently by the �nancial press.
3 Note that all prohibitions according to article 8(3) of the Merger Regulation are pre-

ceded by the decision to initiate phase II (Art. 6(1)(c)). The latter type of decision is
consequently implicitly tested along with the prohibitions.
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6.4 Variables and their Operationalisations

This section shall give an overview of the variables included in the empirical
analysis, their operationalisation and measurement. Respective data is pre-
sented in chapter 7.

6.4.1 Dependent Variable

Whereas the dependent variable of hypotheses 1 to 3 are mean asset return
reactions, the dependent variable of hypothesis 4 are volatility e�ects. The
former are tested within the framework of the event study, the latter by means
of a volatility analysis. Both dependent variables are operationalised below.

6.4.1.1 Event Study

The dependent variable of the event study is given by the cumulated aver-
age abnormal return CAAR as presented in section 6.2 on page 36. Its value
thus depends on the length of estimation and event window, the normal per-
formance model and the way in which abnormal returns are aggregated. I
decided to �rstly use an event window with k = 1, i.e. including one lead and
lag day each. Whereas some event studies use event windows with �ve or more
leads and lags (Aktas et al. 2004, Guidolin & La Ferrara 2006, Meznar et al.
1994), other authors opt for smaller windows in order to reduce the risk of
other events being captured by the event window (Bhagat & Romano 2005,
17). Likewise, McWilliams et al. (1999) argue, �[a]s the event windows are
expanded, the number of confounding concurrent events also increases, which
reduces the power of the test statistic used to identify abnormal returns, by
raising the amount of `noise' relative to information� (McWilliams et al. 1999,
352). In other words, larger windows increase the `noise-to-signal ratio'. To
cite McWilliams et al. (1999) once more: �[w]indows in well-designed event
studies rarely exceed 3 trading days. This follows from a crucial assumption of
the event study methodology � that the stock market is e�cient� (McWilliams
et al. 1999, 354). In line with these considerations, Fatum & Hutchison (2002)
derive very mixed results when choosing a larger event window.

With respect to the estimation window, the longer the time period τ covered
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by the estimation window, the lower is the risk of individual outliers biasing
the estimates of the normal performance model. Following Aktas et al. (2004),
I therefore use a τ of 200 days. Choosing a rather large τ is also appropriate
with respect to statistical assumptions. The larger τ , the lower the risk of
serial correlation of the abnormal returns (MacKinlay 1997, 21). MacKinlay
(1997, 21) claims that τ being reasonably large, the variance of the abnormal
return reduces to σ2

εi
and is not in�uenced by sampling error in the normal

performance model's parameters (αi and βi). He thus concludes that using a
large estimation window, the variance of the abnormal returns is independent
through time. Section 8.1.1 shows that this is not necessarily the case. I there-
fore apply di�erent econometric methods to estimate the market model than
suggested by MacKinlay (1997) and Guidolin & La Ferrara (2006); details are
presented in chapter 8. In consideration of the fact that rumouring on a pro-
posed merger can start well before the European Commission announces its
assessment, I decided to end the estimation window one month (d=30) prior
to the �rst Commission's decision (cf. Aktas et al. 2004, 740). This way the es-
timation window ends before a proposed merger is noti�ed to the Commission.4

Regarding the calculation of abnormal returns, recent �ndings motivate a sta-
tistical rather than an economic normal performance model. In this vein,
Bhagat & Romano (2005) argue �Since several studies have found evidence
inconsistent with the economic models, in particular CAPM [Capital Asset
Pricing Model], [their] use [. . . ] is not appropriate� (Bhagat & Romano 2005,
09).

The most popular normal performance models are the constant mean return
model (hereafter CM) and the market model (hereafter MM). The CM rests on
the assumption that security returns have a constant mean over time, so that
Xt (in 6.1) is a constant. It thus is the simplest way for estimating normal
returns. However, Brown & Warner (1980, 1985) show that more sophisticated
models do not necessarily yield better results. If µ is the mean return for an
asset i, then the constant mean return model is

Rit = µi + εit, (6.5)
4 The Commission is obliged to make an initial assessment within one month after the

noti�cation of a proposed merger.
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where Rit is the return on security i at time t (MacKinlay 1997, 17) and εit
is a stochastic error term. This model is applied to nominal returns, which
according to MacKinlay (1997, 17) is common practice when using daily data.
The return itself is calculated as the ratio of the amount that can be gained,
or lost by selling the stock at its current market price, relative to the basis. At
time t it thus amounts to the di�erence of price from time t − 1 to t divided
by the price at time t (Rit = pit−1−pit

pit
), and can be interpreted as percentage

change.

The simplicity of the constant mean return model does not come without prob-
lems. Firstly, distributional assumptions might be violated (see section 8.1.1),
and secondly, it does not control for general market movements that might
be accountable for large abnormal returns. The market model, in contrast,
predicts a stable relation between the market return and any security return
(MacKinlay 1997, 15). In this simple one factor model, Xt is the market re-
turn. The model assumes joint normality of asset returns (MacKinlay 1997,
18) and thus follows a linear speci�cation:

Rit = α+ βiRmt + εit, (6.6)

where Rit is the return of security i, Rmt is the return of market portfolio m,
and εit an independently and identically distributed (iid) stochastic error term
at time t (MacKinlay 1997, 18). The market portfolio is usually proxied by the
respective local market index; in this case the Deutsche Aktien Index (DAX).
Provided that the security and the market portfolio are highly correlated, the
market model is superior to the constant mean return model, as it reduces the
e�ects of general market disturbances.

In addition to the market model, there are several multi-factor models. For
instance Abadie & Gardeazabal (2003) employ a three factor model; for an
overview the reader is referred to Jensen (1972).5 Apart from some non-
parametric models, these are all based on certain assumptions on residual
distribution, so that their application mainly depends on the data at hand.

5 Examples for `two-factor market models' are given by Ball (1972), Ja�e (1974), Man-
delker (1974).
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This point is further stressed in section 8.1.1. Section 8.1.1 also discusses the
application of both the constant mean return and the market model, as well
as their advantages and disadvantages.

6.4.1.2 Volatility Analysis

In the second part of this empirical study, I investigate in how far prohibitions
of proposed mergers e�ect market volatility. Rather than analysing relative
price di�erences at a certain point in time, the volatility analysis is dedicated to
evaluating the extend of price �uctuations on the days surrounding a respective
decision by DG competition. Volatility is a parameter of a stochastic process
referring to the degree of dispersion of asset price changes and hence re�ects
the risk of an asset. Consequently, opposed to the dependent variable of part
one (asset returns) volatility does not imply any direction of price changes. An
asset either experiences a tranquil period of low- or a volatile period of high
volatility, implying slow or quick price changes in both positive and negative
direction.

In �nance, volatility is usually understood as one of four concepts, namely
implied-, statistical-, process-, or realized volatility (Alexander 2001, 10�11).
Within the scope of this study, the notion of statistical volatility applies.
Volatility can only be assessed in the context of a model (Alexander 2001, 11).
Forasmuch as statistical volatility is concerned it thus �depends on the choice
of statistical model that is applied to historical asset returns� (Alexander 2001,
10). Assuming conditional (time-varying) volatility, I further presume �in line
with respective test statistics presented in section 8.3� that volatility increases
are preceded by large price movements, i.e. volatility clusters over time and
is serially correlated. Therefore, I model volatility as an autoregressive condi-
tional heteroskedasticity process. The calculation of the latter is speci�ed in
section 8.2.

6.4.2 Independent Variables

The main explanatory variable of both event study and volatility analysis is
the respective Commission's decision. As outlined in chapter 2 there are �ve
articles of the Merger Regulation specifying certain types of decisions of interest
to this study. Namely, these comprise Art. 6(1)(a) (out of scope of Merger
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Regulation), Art. 6(1)(b) (compatible or compatible under certain conditions
and obligations), and Art. 6(1)(c) (serious doubts, initiation of phase II) in
phase I and Art. 8(2) (8(1) under Reg. 139/2004, compatible or compatible
with commitments) and Art. 8(3) (prohibition) in phase II.

It lends itself to use a rather operational de�nition in this case. Article 6(1)(a)
constitutes a procedural decision, while positive decisions are marked by arti-
cle 6(1)(b), and 8(2) and negative decisions are de�ned as those following Art.
6(1)(c) and 8(3) of the Merger Regulation.

Further it has been discussed in section 5 that given e�cient markets, not only
the Commission's decision itself but also its anticipation leads to stock market
reactions. There are basically two ways of handling this consideration. Some
authors simply recommend extending the event window (MacKinlay 1997),
such that it covers a few days prior to the event of interest and allows for
information leakage entering the estimation. However, extending the event
window increases the risk of other events �not related to the merger decision�
being erroneously captured by the event window and thus in�uencing returns.
The second option is to introduce a variable accounting for anticipation e�ects.
This way, rather than regarding information leakage prior to the actual event
as a nuisance to be eliminated6, this concept is explicitly modelled and thus
enters the estimation of abnormal returns. Consequently anticipation is the
second independent variable.

For feasibility reasons, I also chose an operational de�nition of anticipation
e�ects, namely anticipation is de�ned as reporting by the �nancial press prior
to the event of interest. Although this de�nition facilitates data acquisition,
it does not come without problems, as it might be that some information

is not publicly announced. However, in this situation, the information is
not likely to be accessible to the market either. This is because informa-
tion of this type that is `leaked' to traders but not publicly announced
violates insider trading laws (McWilliams et al. 1999, 354).

With respect to operationalisation, I opt for a newspaper content analysis,
assuming that the daily issues of the German �nancial paper Handelsblatt
6 e.g. (Meznar et al. 1994, 1998) eliminate all �rms from their analysis that were reported

on in the Wall Street Journal.
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re�ect the current level of news on a certain merger. Details of the data
generating process are described in chapter 7. Section 7.1.2.1 discusses further
methodological issues regarding both the choice of Handelsblatt as a source of
company news and assesses the merits and pitfalls of the respective content
analysis.

6.4.3 Control Variables

With respect to control variables it is crucial to distinguish between volatility
analysis and event study. Whereas in the event study factors other than the
Commission's decision (or its anticipation) that might in�uence stock returns
need to be controlled for, the volatility analysis requires controlling for exoge-
nous variables causing volatility shocks. One such variable is volume of trade,
which has been shown to highly correlate with volatility (Gallant et al. 1992,
Leblang 2002, Leblang & Mukherjee 2005, 2004).

Stock price returns, in contrast, might be in�uenced by events other than a
Commission's decision such as changing interest rates or the announcement of
quarterly �gures. First, one needs to distinguish between those e�ects in�uenc-
ing the whole market (such as changing interest rates) and those only relevant
to the respective company, such as quarterly earning announcements, share-
holder meetings, public forums, and press releases. The latter can easily be
controlled for by �rstly opting for a very short event window and secondly in-
troducing a respective control variable to check whether indeed no such events
occur during the event window (McWilliams et al. 1999, 353). I thus de�ne a
dummy variable assuming the value 1 for days on which another �rm-related
event happens and 0 otherwise. This variable also enters the volatility estima-
tion to check whether news as such or just news on possible merger decisions
in�uence volatility. External, �rm-related events are again collected by means
of a content analysis of the Handelsblatt as speci�ed in section 7.1.2.1.

External factors in�uencing the whole market are accounted for by changes in
the overall market performance, proxied by changes in the closing price of the
German market index DAX.



Chapter 7

Data

In the beginning was the Word . . .
The Gospel according to John (1,1)

Chapter Outline:
The following sections outline the data generating process and give details on
both data collection and data sources. The chapter concludes by providing some
descriptive statistics and a discussion on data transformation.

This chapter builds on the variable descriptions and operationalizations pro-
vided in chapter 6 by focusing on the respective data generating process. The
�rst section presents data sources (section 7.1), including a discussion on con-
tent analysis (section 7.1.2.1). The chapter is concluded by some comments
on data transformation 7.2.

7.1 Data Sources

This thesis is based on di�erent data sources. Contrary to former chapters, I
refrain from distinguishing between dependent, independent and control vari-
ables to present both data sources and the respective data generating process.
The reason for this is twofold: �rstly, as one of the independent variables,
namely anticipation e�ects and the variable controlling for other events during
the merger process were procured by the same data generating process, these
are dealt with in the same section. Secondly, the dependent variable (abnormal
stock returns) is a construct of other �nancial series so that sources overlap. I
thus distinguish between those variables constituting �nancial series (section
7.1.1) and those obtained by content analysis (section 7.1.2). An exhaustive
list of all variables and data sources can be found in appendix B.
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7.1.1 Financial Series

All �nancial series, namely �rms' equities, volume of trade, and DAX closing
prices were gathered from Datastream, a commercial database run by Thom-
son Financial. All entries are adjusted for stock splits etc., which facilitates
comparable calculation. Further, the currency each series is displayed in can
be chosen by the user. In order to avoid miscalculations due to the currency
union, I decided to transform all series to US Dollar.

Still, there are missing values on some series, most of all on volume of trade.
For some companies there is no data on volume of trade at all, for others there
are considerable missings. Yet, these are not systematic so that I assume them
to be random missings and use linear extrapolation to �ll possible gaps. I chose
extra- rather than interpolation as, in contrast to interpolation, extrapolation
also yields values for missings at the beginning or end of a series. Whereas both
procedures lead to the same value inbetween two data points, extrapolation
uses fore- or back-casting to obtain beginn- and end-values. For �nancial
data is only available on weekdays, it is common practice to again use inter-
or extrapolation to get some value for weekends and other non-trading days
(Hodson 1999, 61). However, I chose to entirely omit non-trading days, as
there is no data on other variables either. Neither does the Commission take
decisions on weekends, nor is the Handelsblatt published on weekends.

7.1.2 Other Variables

Data on Commission's decisions is supplied at the webpage of the Directorate
General Competition at
http://www.europa.eu.int/comm/competition/mergers/cases.
For each case, the following information is provided on the DG's homepage:
case number, name of participating �rms, date of noti�cation, regulation under
which the procedure was decided upon, type of decision (respective article),
deadlines/ dates of decision, and relation with other cases. I collected all of
these data on all cases in order to get an overview of the population of interest
and used this list for later sampling. Some of these variables are directly used
in the analysis, such as the type of decision. Others also play an important
role, e.g. the case number serves as an identi�er, `relation with other cases' is
important to provide for independent observations.

http://www.europa.eu.int/comm/competition/mergers/cases
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Both anticipation of Commission's decisions and other �rm-related events are
collected relying on a newspaper content analysis. Several recent event studies
rely on newspapers or press agencies to code events. For instance Jansen & de
Haan (2003) study the reaction of the Euro-Dollar exchange rate to statements
of ECB o�cials published by Bloomberg News Service, and in the same vein
Fatum & Hutchison (2002) analyse the Wallstreet Journal to �nd out whether
rumours and o�cial statements by the ECB have an e�ect on the Euro-Dollar
exchange rate.

7.1.2.1 Content Analysis

Hodson (1999, 67) distinguishes three steps of conducting a documentary anal-
ysis: �de�ning the population of cases and selecting the cases systematically,
developing a comprehensive and reliable coding instrument, and building in
checks for reliability and bias� Hodson (1999, 67). Krippendor� (2004a) and
Mayring & Gläser-Zikuda (2003), in turn, di�erentiate between sampling, uni-
tizing, and recording or coding. They thus cover the whole research design of a
study entirely based on content analysis. Given that in this context, the news-
paper analysis is only used for gathering data on one variable, several questions
about sampling and unitizing have already been answered in previous chapters.

A �rst step of any content analysis is answering the question which kind of
texts to analyse. Coding the �nancial press was a rather self-evident decision,
considering that the variables of interest are �nancial news which are usually
covered by the �nancial press. In that I opted for only investigating merg-
ers of German companies (see section 6.1), I obviously had to go for German
press as well. For the purpose of this diploma thesis, there are several reasons
for relying on the Handelsblatt rather than other �nancial newspapers such
as the Financial Times Deutschland. First of all it is the �nancial newspa-
per with the biggest print run in Germany, such that it can be assumed to
be fairly representative. During the period of investigation yearly numbers of
sold issues averaged around 150,000 (IVW 1 2005; Meyn 2001: 126; Presse-
box 2005). The Medien Tenor estimates that roughly 289,000 decision makers
regularly read the Handelsblatt: �Bei einer verkauften Au�age von 143.929
Exemplaren (Jahresdurchschnitt IVW/2004) erreicht das Handelsblatt täglich
1 Informationsgemeinschaft zur Feststellung der Verbreitung von Werbeträgern e.V.
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rund eine halbe Millionen Leser [...] das Handelsblatt [ist] das meistzitierte
Wirtschaftsmedium in Deutschland� (Medien Tenor, 3. Quartal 2005). The
average number of sold issues of the Financial Times Deutschland, in contrast,
ranges from about 61,000 in 2000 to about 100,000 in 2005 (IVW 2005). Fur-
ther, the Handelsblatt covers the entire period of investigation, whereas the
Financial Times Deutschland was �rst published in February 2000. Yet, there
are some caveats with respect to the usage of newspaper articles:

[u]nfortunately, one thing is clear: Newspapers are very selective in the
information they provide. Media news do not simply re�ect a reality
that is `out there,' but �lter it in some [at least partially] predictable
ways (Franzosi 2004, 167).

However, the same author later concedes:

perhaps all data are biased in some ways. What is important is to know
the type and form of bias in order to be able to gage its e�ect on evidence
and conclusions (Franzosi 2004, 172).

In order to increase validity, Franzosi (2004, 177�180) suggests to collect con-
trol data for a subsample from a di�erent source. In this vein, I recoded the
General Electrics/ Honeywell merger relying on the Financial Times Deutsch-
land. Interestingly, with respect to (correct) anticipation both papers agreed
perfectly the weeks before the �nal decision was taken both in terms of the
events reported and the prospects of prohibition/permission indicated. Only
during the period around the noti�cation, i.e. long before the European Com-
mission took its decision, did the Financial Times Deutschland report more
frequently on one of the respective enterprises, but still, reporters from both
papers agreed on the facts �and their implications regarding the �nal decision�
concerning the merger review process. I thus conclude that if validity is low,
this is independent of the newspaper chosen, but instead questions the usage
of newspapers as such.

Coming back to Krippendor�'s classi�cation, unitizing is the next step in con-
ducting a content analysis. According to Krippendor� �[s]ampling units are
units that are distinguished for selective inclusion in an analysis� (Krippen-
dor� 2004a, 98). In this vein, I considered each issue of Handelsblatt, starting
one week prior to the noti�cation of a proposed merger to the Commission
and ending with the day of the �nal decision by the Commission. Excluding
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any issues might have led to omitting relevant articles. Subsequently, those
units that �are distinguished for separate description, transcription, recording,
or coding� (Krippendor� 2004a, 99�100), so-called recording-units, have to be
singled out. Here, these are de�ned as single newspaper articles, gathered
by automatically searching the Handelsblatt's archive for certain keywords.
Finally, context units �are units of textual matter that set limits on the infor-
mation to be considered in the description of recording units� (Krippendor�
2004a, 101). In principle context units coincide with recording units. Yet,
I excluded interviews and opinions as these do not necessarily represent the
general expectation of market agents. Handelsblatt.biz 2 allows for automatic
keyword-scanning of all articles published either in the printed or in the online
version of the daily newspaper Handelsblatt. I conducted full text searches, as
simply searching titles can be very misleading. Albeit being very well covered
by the media, many articles on the famous prohibition of the General Electrics/
Honeywell merger in 2001 would have been omitted by a simple title search.
This is due to the fact that newspaper headings often do not fully reveal what
the respective article is about. Continuing above example, one header on the
General Electrics/ Honeywell case read �Der Kampf des Jack Welch gegen
Mario Monti� (Jack Welch's �ght against Mario Monti; Handelsblatt N◦ 121,
11), another one �Experte räumt Versäumnisse der EU ein� (expert admits
EU's lapse; Handelsblatt N◦ 121, 6). Next, I had to determine which key-
words to use for the full-text search. One strategy for tracking all those articles
that report on expected Commission's decisions on announced mergers is to
use keywords referring to the concept of business combination. However, there
are many possible ways of reporting such an event, i.e. in English there are
about sixteen words for expressing `business combination' (some with di�erent
spellings), such as, absorption, acquisition, amalgamation, assumption, buy-in,
buy-out (or buy out), combination, merger, pool, pooling, share deal, take-over
(or take over), transfer, underwriting, union. Furthermore, an expected deci-
sion could even be reported on without using any of the words as the following
example illustrates: �In Paris erwartet man für diese Transaktion grünes Licht
aus Brüssel� (in Paris one expects that Brussels gives this transaction the green
light, Handelsblatt N◦ 217, 41). However, it seems hardly possible to report
on a Commission's merger decision without naming the enterprise in question.
Therefore, I chose to search for the name of each enterprise in the sample. This

2 http://handelsblatt.de/pshb/fn/relhbi/sfn/buildhbi/bmc/biz_cn_start/SH/
0/depot/0/index.html.

http://handelsblatt.de/pshb/fn/relhbi/sfn/buildhbi/bmc/biz_cn_start/SH/0/depot/0/index.html
http://handelsblatt.de/pshb/fn/relhbi/sfn/buildhbi/bmc/biz_cn_start/SH/0/depot/0/index.html
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search strategy led to a sample of up to 695 articles per enterprise.

name of enterprise

no
(code hb 0

code all remaining 
variables -1)

yes

not related to merger decision
(code hb 2

code all remaining 
variables -1)

related to merger decision
(code hb 1)

no anticipation
(code antic 0

code all remaining 
variables -1)

anticipation
(code antic 1)

wrong anticipation
(code anticr 0)

right anticipaion
(code anticr 1)

probabilistic
(code deter 0)

deterministic
(code deter 1)

Figure 7.1: Decision Scheme

Once having singled out the units of analysis, the next step in any content
analysis is recording and coding the information of interest. In Krippendor�'s
words,

[r]ecording takes place when observers, readers, or analysts interpret
what they see, read, or �nd and then state their experiences in the
formal terms of an analysis; coding is the term content analysts use
when this process is carried out according to observer-independent rules
(Krippendor� 2004a, 126).

Correspondingly, the articles obtained by searching the Handelsblatt archive
were then scanned3 in order to �nd out whether they contained information on
the anticipation of Commission decisions or on other �rm related news. In a
second step, I assessed whether the respective article made a correct or wrong
conjecture; i.e. whether the outcome anticipated by the newspaper's reporters
coincided with the decision actually taken by the Commission. To facilitate
coding decisions I rely on a decision scheme, in which �each recorded datum is
regarded as the outcome of a prede�ned sequence of decision� (Krippendor�
2004a, 135). The scheme is visually depicted in �gure 7.1. The variables antic,
anticr and deter are dummy-variables, assuming the value one and zero for
3 Although, automated coding is becoming more and more popular in the social sciences

(e.g. Bond et al. 1997, 567-569), I coded the variables of interest by hand, because
newspapers often use their special language.
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yes and no, respectively and are coded -14 if they are irrelevant, i.e. if hb is
zero. For those cases where more than one article containing the name of the
respective enterprise existed, these were treated as a single article.

7.1.2.2 Reliability

In measurement theory, data are reliable, if they �remain constant throughout
variations in the measuring process� (Kaplan & Goldsen 1965, 211). In the
context of content analysis this refers to both intra- and intercoder reliability.
The former referring to �the extent to which a measuring or coding procedure
yields the same results on repeated trials� (Krippendor� 2004a, 214) and the
latter �is the degree to which a process can be replicated by di�erent analysts
working under varying conditions, at di�erent locations, or using di�erent but
functionally equivalent measuring instruments� (Krippendor� 2004a, 214).

There are di�erent ways of checking for reliability. According to Franzosi (2004,
23�24) reliability is obtained �by other coders using the same techniques on the
same material with the same set of rules�. With respect to intercoder reliability,
Hodson (1999, 29) states the rule of thumb to have 10% of the cases recoded by
a second person. I therefore had another student recoding a subsample, using
the instructions given in �gure 7.1. Hodson (1999) claims that �[r]eliability can
be evaluated by using either of two calculations: intercoder correlations and
intercoder agreement�(Hodson 1999, 51). The correlation simply estimates
the scores of coders who have coded the same data. However, Lombard et al.
(2004, 434) note that correlation based measures, such as Cronbach's alpha
and Pearson's Chi2 are not suitable as they only measure covariation rather
than intercoder agreement. In other words, the scores of one coder can be
used for a linear prediction of the scores of another coder. This, by no means
signi�es that the two agree, since the slope of the linear prediction need not
necessarily be 1. Another measure is achieved by cross-tabulating di�erent
codings and counting agreements versus disagreements. Based on such cross-
tabulation, (Hodson 1999) also suggests using the kappa statistic which is the
standardized percentage of agreements on the number of categories and on
the marginal distribution of responses and thus adjusts for chance agreements
(Hodson 1999, 51). Other alternatives are Cohen's K und Scott's π which
both are problematic with respect to the way of dealing with disagreement
4 In the analysis I recoded the variable to only assume the values 1 and 0, such as to

avoid uninterpretable results.
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(Krippendor� 2004a, 246�). I therefore chose to rely on Krippendor�'s α
which �according to its eponym� is considered to be one of the most general
agreement measures (Krippendor� 1970a,b, 2004a,b). As the kappa statistic,
Krippendor�'s α has the advantage of controlling for intercoder-agreement
achieved merely by chance. Krippendor�'s α is calculated as follows:

α = 1− Do

De

(7.1)

where Do is the observed number of disagreements and De is the expected
number of disagreement if coders assigned values by chance. For the binary
case,

αbinary = 1− (n− 1)
oij

ni · nj

,

where i and j denote the values the respective variable can assume (in this case
0 and 1), nj is the total occurence of j, and ni the total occurence of i (adopted
from Krippendor� 2004a, 225).5 α can thus be interpreted as the proportion of
intercoder-agreement that does not result by chance (cf. Krippendor� 2004a,
225). For nominal data, Krippendor� concludes that �α is the proportion of
the perfectly matching coincidences that, when added to the complementary
proportion of chance coincidences, accounts for the coincidences that were
observed� (Krippendor� 2004a, 225). For the subsample recoded by a third
coder, Krippendor�'s α is .91 across variables, indicating rather high intercoder
reliability. However, interpretation of α has in this case to be taken with a
pinch of salt, since the data shows rather little variation (Krippendor� 2004a,
236).

7.2 Data Transformation

As will be discussed in more detail in chapter 8, �nancial time series often
come with their own problems. Whereas some of these are most adequately
5 Note that some authors suggest even weaker forms of assessing reliability. For instance

Mayring & Gläser-Zikuda (2003, 13) argue that only disagreements that could not be
sorted out between the two coders should be counted as such.
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dealt with by means of an appropriate estimation method, others can be elim-
inated by simple data transformation. One characteristic inherent to many
time series is non-stationarity. Non-stationarity means that the probability
distribution of the underlying stochastic process changes over time, i.e. is not
identically distributed (Wooldridge 2003, 361). A highly persistent time series
thus needs to be transformed to a weakly dependent time-series in order to
avoid spurious regression (Wooldridge 2003, 377). Indeed, the Dickey-Fuller
unit root test (Dickey & Fuller 1979) showed unit roots for most series. As
unit root processes are integrated of order one, the �rst di�erence yields a pro-
cess which is integrated of order zero (Wooldridge 2003, 377). Consequently,
I di�erenced all �nancial time series. Applying the Dickey-Fuller test to the
di�erenced series rejected the null of unit root in all cases6.

Di�erencing is not only a means for avoiding problems with non-stationary
data but also makes sense from a theoretical point of view. As de�ned in section
6.4.1.1, returns are conceptualized as percentage price di�erences (Guidolin
& La Ferrara 2006, 14) rather than price levels and thus prices have to be
di�erenced by de�nition. A further merit of di�erenced data is that it avoids
misinterpretation, because it eliminates any linear time trend (Wooldridge
2003, 377).

I also conducted several normality tests, such as Shapiro Francia and Jarque
Bera as well as visual representations (histograms, symmetry plots, etc.) to
check whether further data transformation was necessary. Respective test
results and graphs can be reconstructed by running the do-�les on the attached
Data CD. Further instructions are given in appendix C.

6 In view of the large quantity of data, I do not report all tests. These can, however,
easily be checked using attached data CD. For test results of raw data run do-�les an1*
and for those of transformed data �les an2* (substitute the asterisks by the respective
company's name).



Chapter 8

Statistical Method

An economist is an expert who will know tomor-
row why the things he predicted yesterday didn't
happen.
(Earl Wilson)

Chapter Outline:
This chapter presents methods for estimating abnormal returns (section 8.1.1),
discusses fallacies of widely used estimation methods and describes nonparametric
approaches used in this study. The second part deals with hypothesis testing
under di�erent model speci�cations (section 8.1.2). A further section describes
the methods used for volatility estimation (section 8.2) and the last part presents
some of the diagnostics used for deciding upon the most adequate method (section
8.3).

8.1 Event Study Methodology

As speci�ed in section 6.2 the empirical analysis of asset returns is based on
the event study methodology. Questions concerning research design, such as
the case selection and period of investigation have been discussed in chapter 6.
This chapter refers to the statistical methods used to estimate the parameters
of the equilibrium model of expected returns and the examination of abnormal
returns observed after a Commission's decision. It further introduces some
diagnostics and foreshadows further analyses to be found in appendix F.

8.1.1 Calculation of Abnormal Returns

The core of each event study is the calculation of abnormal returns as de-
scribed in section 6.2. This �rstly necessitates a normal performance model,
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which can either be based on expectations of investor behaviour or rest on sta-
tistical assumptions. As the latter kind of models have proven to outperform
models relying on economic arguments such as the capital asset pricing model
(CAPM) (e.g., Campbell et al. 1997, 157), I chose to calculate both a constant
mean and a market model.

The constant mean return model is rather trivial to compute as it simply
requires generating the mean of the respective asset over the estimation window
and then subtracting this value from the residuals observed during the event
window. Emphasis is therefore put on the market model, which �rstly requires
estimating the parameters to predict normal returns.

Recall that the market model posits a linear relationship between the market
portfolio and any asset return. The abnormal return is therefore the di�erence
between predicted normal returns for period t = t0 − k1, ..., t0 + k2 and the
observed returns during the same period:

ARit = Rit − α̂i − β̂iRmt. (8.1)

In other words, the abnormal return is the residual of the out-of-sample pre-
diction of the market model. This �rstly requires estimating the parameters
of the market model for period t = t0 − τ − k − d, . . . , t0 − k − d. According
to its linear speci�cation, these parameters can be estimated by ordinary least
squares (OLS) (MacKinlay 1997, 20), the respective factor model being

Rt = α+ βiRmt + εit. (8.2)

However, OLS regression only yields e�cient coe�cients if var(εi) = σ2, i.e.
if the variance of the error term is constant over time. Due to their high fre-
quency, daily returns seldomly follow the assumptions of the OLS-estimator,
i.e. the Gauss-Markov-theorem (Brockett et al. 1994, 05; Schneider & Ruo�
2006, 05). Still, the market model assumes that �asset returns are jointly mul-
tivariate normal and independently and identically distributed through time�
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(MacKinlay 1997, 17). MacKinlay (1997, 17) further argues that �inferences
using the normal return models tend to be robust to� violations of this rather
strong assumption. De Jong et al. (1992, 29), however, note that �results
obtained under the usual assumptions on the error process (homoskedastic,
normal distribution) shows that ignoring [. . . ] fat tails and [. . . ] heteroskedas-
ticity may lead to spurious results� (de Jong et al. 1992, 29). This �nding is
backed by Gonçalves & Kilian (2002), who provide evidence that standard re-
gression models are not appropriate, given that the residuals of many dynamic
regression models in �nance and macroeconomics follow martingale di�erence
sequences (mds) rather than being independently and identically distributed
(iid).

This concern is shared by many other researchers. Kramer (2001, 19) claims
that usually returns data are not normally distributed, in particular she points
out the occurrence of leptocurtic (fat-tailed) and highly skewed distributions.
Early evidence of these characteristics in stock return data can be found in Nel-
son (1991), Mandelbrot (1963), Fama (1965), and O�cer (1972). Kon (1984)
can show clear signs of skewness and excess kurtosis in his analysis of 30 indi-
vidual stocks and three market indices. Finally, Bollerslev et al. (1992) state, it
is �widely recognized that the unconditional price or return distributions tend
to have fatter tails than the normal distribution� (Bollerslev et al. 1992, 11).
Despite of many simulations demonstrating violations of the Gauss-Markov
theorem (e.g. Brockett et al. 1999, Kramer 2001, Gonçalves & Kilian 2002),
most empirical studies still rely on the OLS estimator for deriving the param-
eters of the market model. Classical event studies, postulating a simple linear
relationship and assuming away other disturbances are often upward biased,
i.e. they detect an e�ect of the event under investigation although none ac-
tually exists (cf. Boehmer et al. 1991, Brown & Warner 1985, see also �gure
8.1).

Respective tests (Lagrange-multiplier, Jarque Bera, Ljung-Box, etc. explained
below in section 8.3) and graphs1 show that most of the residuals obtained by
OLS estimation do not satisfy the Gauss-Markov theorem. Still, for reasons of
comparability with earlier studies on business combinations, I �rstly estimate
the market model using OLS and in a second step move to more advanced
models, which are described below.

1 As noted earlier these can be retrieved from attached data CD.
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Another concern with high frequency data are serial correlation and volatility
clusters (see for instance Engle 2001). A possible remedy are Generalized Au-
toregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity (GARCH) models. GARCH mod-
els account for the characteristics of high�frequency �nancial time-series data
and are thus widely used to estimate volatility (e.g. Hays et al. 2002, Jensen
& Schmith 2005, Leblang 2002, Leblang & Mukherjee 2005, 2004, Schneider
& Tröger 2004). GARCH models were �rst proposed by Engle (1982), and
extended by Bollerslev (1986). In these models volatility clusters and time
dependency are not taken as a nuisance to be eliminated, but modeled ex-
plicitly. The GARCH(p,q) speci�cation (where p and q specify the respective
number of lags) consists of both a mean and a conditional variance equation,
the former being

Rt = λ+ ψRmt + εt, (8.3)

where λ is a constant and εt is an error term that is normally distributed with
mean zero and variance σ2

t (speci�ed in 8.4). GARCH models provide an ex-
post estimate of volatility based on the long-term mean of the variance, the
forecasted variance from the prior period (the lagged conditional variance),
and random errors from the prior period (Leblang & Mukherjee 2004, 306).
Formally stated:

σ2
t = ω + α1ε

2
t−1 + β1σ

2
t−1 + δiRmt, (8.4)

where ω is the long term mean of variance; σ2
t−1 (the GARCH term) is the

forecast variance from the prior period; and ε2
t−1 are the random errors from

the prior period (ARCH term).

A �rst approach to explicitly model above mentioned characteristics of �nan-
cial returns within the scope of a conventional event study has been made
by Brockett et al. (1999). Accordingly, Brockett et al. (1999, 202) suggest
a time varying coe�cient regression, including a time-varying systematic risk
parameter and use a GARCH(1,1) process to model time-varying conditional
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variance. �This model takes into account certain known characteristics of �-
nancial time series, including [. . . ] autocorrelated squared returns, and the
fat-tailed property of daily return data� (Brockett et al. 1999, 197). Schwert
& Seguin (1990) show a similar model for estimating the market model using
a univariate GARCH-model.

In line with these considerations2, in a second step I estimate the parameters
of the market model using a GARCH(1,1) model as speci�ed in 8.3 and 8.4.
The abnormal return ARit from 8.1 thus becomes

ARit = Rit − λ̂− ψ̂iRmt (8.5)

Following (Leblang & Mukherjee 2004, 313), I use heteroskedasticity-robust
standard errors (Huber-White sandwich estimator), because the LM test some-
times rejects homoskedasticity and the Jarque-Bera test often rejects the null
hypothesis of normality (Wooldridge 2003, 260).

Last but not least, some authors mention the problem of intertemporal and
contemporaneous correlation of estimated residuals (c.f. Salinger 1992). This
means that with clustered events, the residuals might be highly correlated
across �rms (Kramer 2001, 125), violating the independency assumption. Sev-
eral authors thus rely on calculating a system of equations (e.g. Bonin & Imai
2005, Salinger 1992) rather than running an individual regression for each �rm.
These seemingly unrelated regressions (SUR) comprise a set of equations that
has contemporaneous cross-equation error correlation (Zellner 1962). How-
ever, this concern is of less importance in this study, since merger decisions
are not clustered in calender time. Further, I evade possible contemporaneous
correlation by only including one of the �rms of each proposed merger in the
�nal sample (see section 6.1).

Still other authors ignore all of the problems discussed so far, which leads to
a considerable risk of α-errors in many existing event studies. To give an ex-
2 I further conducted several tests for ARCH e�ects, such as the Lagrange-multiplier (LM)

test, and other distributional characteristics violating the OLS assumptions. These are
described in section 8.3.
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ample, da Graça & Masson (2003) and da Graça & Masson (2005) introduce
a methodology for event studies which is based on a single regression, pooling
all pre-event and event data. �The [. . . ] hypotheses [. . . ] can be estimated in a
single one stage regression pooling all of the pre-event and event data into one
regression. This leads to a GLS model which is BLUE� (da Graça & Masson
2003, 24). They do, however, refrain from providing any evidence of a best
linear unbiased estimator (BLUE).

Finally, independent of the model used for parameter estimation, problems
�can arise because the true data generating process underlying stock returns
is unknown to the researcher� (Kramer 2001, 02). This is one of the reasons
why I chose to additionally �t a nonparametric regression model. One of
the major advantages of nonparametric methods is that they do not require
distributional assumptions. Further, statistical inference based on parametric
models and respective signi�cance tests assume random selection. Yet, the
sample of this study is based on convenience sampling (see section 6.1).

To my knowledge, there are only but a few attempts to use nonparametric
methods for estimating market models. Namely, Dombrow et al. (2000) de-
velop a completely nonparametric event study3. In simulations they �nd that
the Theil nonparametric estimation (Theil 1950) of the market model's slope
β yields more robust results than the standard OLS approach.

Theil's (1950) procedure relies on the median of sample slopes, which is derived
by a ranked based approach. Firstly, all data pairs are sorted in ascending
order of the independent variable (in the case at hand market returns Rm,j).
Subsequently, data pairs (independent and dependent variable) are separated
into two groups, namely those observations lying below and those lying above
the median (Dombrow et al. 2000, 364). These pairs are then used to calculate
individual slope parameters β(j,j+N

2
) as follows

β(j,j+N
2

) =
R(j+N

2
) −Rm,j

Rm(j+N
2

) −Rj

, 1 ≤ j ≥ N

2
. (8.6)

The sample slope parameter β̂ is simply the median of all individual slopes
3 In fact, the methodology was �rst applied in Dombrow (1997).
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β̂ = median{β(j,j+N
2

)}, 1 ≤ j ≥ N

2
. (8.7)

As (Hollander & Wolfe 1999, 426) suggest, Theil's estimation of β is associated
with Hettmansperger et al.'s nonparametric intercept estimator. The advan-
tage of Hettmansperger et al.'s estimation is that it does not assume symmetry
of the error term distribution. Hettmansperger et al. (1997) have developed a
complete linear model, based on ranks. In this model, the corresponding value
of the intercept α̂ simply is the median of αi, with

α̂i = Rj − βRm,j, j = 1, . . . , n. (8.8)

Figure 8.1 gives a visual depiction of the claim that models falsely assuming
normally distributed data overestimate event e�ects.
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Figure 8.1: OLS vs. Theil-�t (Bertelsmann, prohibition)

The parameters derived by these three methods (OLS, GARCH, and Theil)
are then used in an out-of-sample prediction to calculate abnormal returns as
speci�ed in equation 8.1. Apart from comparability with existing studies, a
further merit of using a variety of di�erent estimation methods is to check for
robustness of the results obtained by each individual method. This mitigates
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Nykvist's claim to some extent:

As with all economic models, they are subject to some degree of uncer-
tainty given their dependence on statistical estimates of relevant eco-
nomic parameters, and the speci�cation of the underlying economic
model (Nykvist 2002, 10).

Still, I run an extensive regression diagnostic for each model. Respective results
and graphs can be reconstructed by means of the do-�les provided on the
attached data CD. Further instructions are given in appendix C. Results of
the �nal speci�cation are discussed in the next chapter.

8.1.2 Hypothesis Testing

The last step of the event study consists of testing against the null hypothesis
that CAARs are not statistically di�erent from zero (H0 : CAAR=0). In line
with most event studies on merger decisions (Asquith & Kim 1982, Dasgupta
et al. 2001, Ellert 1976, Haw et al. 1990, Hong et al. 1978, Ruback 1982, Travlos
& Waegelein 1992, e.g.) this could be accomplished using a two-sided t-test.
Again, for reasons of comparability with existing studies, I �rst conduct a t-
test for testing against the null hypothesis of no abnormal return, despite of
possible methodological objections.

Some argue, the studentized t-test was appropriate using a large number of
CAARs, independent of the shape of the CAARs' distribution (Corrado 1989,
385). However, for small samples, the t-test requires normally distributed data
(cf. Lehman 1994). In other words,

the statistical tests on which the event study methodology relies are
based on normality assumptions that are plausible only with a large
sample size. When the sample size is small (especially if it is less than
30), assuming normality is indeed quite heroic (McWilliams et al. 1999,
355).

It has recently been shown that even this weak assumption does not hold (e.g.
Cowan & Sergeant 1996, Dombrow et al. 2000, Kramer 2001). The properties
of returns data compromise �nite sample inference, which means that even
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with a very large N, test statistics do not follow the assumed normal distribu-
tion. Further, parametric tests, such as the studentized t-test yield a high risk
of committing a type I error, if variance increases at the event date (event-
induced variance). Brown & Warner (1980, 218) as well as Brown & Warner
(1985, 11) provide evidence that t-statistics are often leptokurtic and slightly
skewed to the right. Building on these early �ndings, Kramer (2001) shows
the e�ect of wrongly assuming normally distributed error terms on z-values,
using simulated returns data.

Given these potential di�culties, I consider it more appropriate to use non-
parametric tests, such as the sign- or the rank test, as these do not assume a
particular distribution of returns. As its name suggests, the sign-test is based
on the signs of abnormal returns, H0 being that it is equally probable that
CAR is positive or negative (MacKinlay 1997, 32).

The respective test statistic θsign is given by

θsign =

[
N+

N
− 0.5

] √
N

0.5
∼ N(0, 1), (8.9)

where N is the total number of cases and N+ is the number of cases with
positive abnormal return (MacKinlay 1997, 32). H0 is rejected if θsign >

φ−1(α), for a test of size (1− α).

Still, the sign test may be misspeci�ed for daily data if the distribution of
abnormal returns is skewed (Corrado 1989, 386)4. As both graphical and
statistical diagnostics show, this is a concern for at least some of the �rms under
investigation. In the case of skewed abnormal returns, I therefore further apply
the more appropriate nonparametric rank test by Corrado (1989), Corrado
& Zivney (1992). This test is derived from the well-known Wilcoxon rank-
sum test (Wilcoxon 1945) and has been shown to yield more robust results
(Dombrow et al. 2000). As Corrado (1989) concludes, due to �the highly
nonnormal distributions that characterize daily security returns [...], the rank
test is more powerful than its parametric counterparts� (Corrado 1989, 395).

4 See also Brown & Warner (1980, 1985). For an empirical application compare Guidolin
& Ferrara (2004).
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The rank test procedure by Corrado treats the 230-day estimation period and
the event day as a single time series T = L1 + L2 + d, and assigns a rank to
each daily return for each �rm. Let Kit be the rank of the abnormal return of
security i for the entire sample period (t = −230, . . . , 1), then

Kit = rank(ARit) t = −230, . . . , 1.

Under the null hypothesis of no abnormal return, the expected rank of the event
day equals the average rank, which, by construction, is T

2
(Corrado 1989, 388).

The respective test statistic θrank is

θrank =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(
Ki0 − T

2

)
s(K)

, (8.10)

where N is the number of equities and the standard deviation s(K) is calcu-
lated over the entire sample period:

s(K) =

√√√√ 1

T

T∑
t=1

(
1

N

N∑
i=1

(
Kit −

T

2

))2

.

In its original speci�cation θrank assumes a single day event window with Ki0

being the return on the event day t0. Using an event window of three days, I
substitute Ki0 with the average rank during the event window. Unfortunately,
Corrado (1989) does not specify how to calculate the p-value of θrank. However,
this can be easily inferred. By de�nition, K follows a uniform distribution
(each rank is equally likely to occur). Thus, the probability of observing Ki0 6=
0 if indeed Ki0 = 0 is

p =

∣∣∣∣ 1T
(∣∣∣∣T2

∣∣∣∣− |θrank|
)∣∣∣∣ . (8.11)

Testing against the null hypothesis of no abnormal returns is apt for H1, H2,
and H3. Hypothesis 2a is tested by means of a rank and median compari-
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son of both abnormal returns in consequence of the Commission's expression
of compatibility in Phase I (Art. 6(1)(b)) with the same decision subject to
certain conditions and obligations, and expressions of no concern in Phase II
(Art. 8(2)) with the same type of decision subject to certain conditions and
obligations. Again, I apply a nonparametric testing procedure, in this case the
Mann-Whitney two sample statistic which is the nonparametric counterpart to
the two sample t-test (paired Student's t-test) of independent samples.

Recent papers (Godfrey & Tremayne 2005, Gonçalves & Kilian 2002, Kramer
2001, Zhen 2004) have shown that with non-clustered events, normalization
of test-statistics augmented by bootstrap resampling yields results robust to
�heteroskedasticity, autocorrelation, non-normality, and event-period model
changes, even in small samples� (Kramer 2001, 109). Yet, the application of
pairwise- or wild bootstrap, which is directed to time series data (Davidson &
Flachaire 1999, Godfrey & Tremayne 2005) is hitherto restricted to some sim-
ulations but hardly applied in any empirical study using real data. This might
be the reason why this method is not (yet) implemented in common statistical
packages such as Stata (Baum 2004, 11). Sound programming knowledge is
required for writing a programme performing pairwise bootstrapped signi�-
cance tests, the acquaintance of which would have been out of the scope of
this diploma thesis and is thus left for future consideration.

8.2 Estimating Volatility E�ects

So far I have outlined the features of the event study methodology applied for
testing whether European Commission's decisions have an impact on the level
of stock price returns. Hypothesis four states that, apart from stock price
return-, there are also volatility reactions to be expected by Commission's
decisions. As foreshadowed in section 8.1, GARCH(p,q) models are very apt for
estimating volatility in high frequency data. This is due to the fact that serial
correlation, volatility clusters and heteroskedasticity are explicitly modelled by
taking into account both the variance at the prior period and prediction errors
of the prior period. In line with equation 8.4 on page 56, the GARCH(1,1)
process models e�ects of European Commission's merger decisions on stock
price volatility as
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σ2
t = ω + α1ε

2
t−1 + β1σ

2
t−1 + δiIi,t, (8.12)

where Ii,t is a set of exogenous variables indicating information arrival. Hence
Ii,t captures the anticipation variables obtained via the content analysis dis-
cussed in section 7.1.2.1.

According to H4, I expect di�erent reactions to negative, compared to pos-
itive events on �nancial markets. Thus, an asymmetric speci�cation, such
as EGARCH (exponential GARCH), A-GARCH (asymmetric GARCH), or
TARCH (Threshold ARCH), appears appropriate. EGARCH was developed
by Nelson (1991) and A-GARCH has been invented by Engle & Ng (1993).
Both models assume that negative shocks have a more prominent e�ect on
conditional variance than positive shocks. Threshold models, �rst applied
by Zakoian (1994), also account for diverging impacts of negative and posi-
tive shocks. However, they only assume a di�erence in reaction, which does
not necessarily mean that volatility is higher due to negative than to positive
shocks. As results are hardly e�ected by switching from one to the other speci-
�cation, I decided to �t an EGARCH(1,1) model. Whereas the mean equation
is similar to the one of a Vanilla GARCH (GARCH(1,1), equation 8.3), its
variance is given by

ln(σ2
t ) = ω + g(zt−1) + βi ln(σ2

t−1), (8.13)

where g(zt−1) is an asymmetric response function de�ned by

g(zt−1) = θzt + γ(|zt| − E |zt|),

and zt = εt

σt
. The two parameters of the function g(·) de�ne the size- and sign

e�ects of shocks on volatility. θzt determines the sign e�ect and thus consti-
tutes the asymmetric element, and (|zt| − E |zt|) is the size e�ect, which is
similar to a typical ARCH e�ect (Alexander 2001, 80).
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The following paragraphs give an overview of the diagnostics used to evaluate
the model �t of the GARCH models. Results are discussed in the subsequent
chapter.

8.3 Diagnostics

Before running the models described above, I extensively analysed all time
series to get an idea of their distributional characteristics, check for ARCH-
e�ects and unit roots. Some of these tests were again employed after running
the respective regression model to analyse the resulting residuals. All diagnos-
tic results can be reviewed by running the respective do-�les (on the attached
data CD) as further explained in appendix C. This section is dedicated to de-
scribe the less widely used of these tests.

As a �rst step, I conducted several tests for normality, such as the well known
Shapiro Francia or Stata's sktest. These numerical analyses were augmented
by respective graphical analysis such as symmetry-, box-plots, and histograms.
In addition to these standard tests, I use the Jarque-Bera test (Jarque & Bera
1987) which is a normality test based on skewness and kurtosis and thus able
to detect whether a series follows a leptocurtic distribution as mentioned in
section 8.1.1. The jb-value is calculated by:

jb =
n− k

6

(
S2 +

(K − 3)2

4

)
(8.14)

where n is the number of observations, k is the number of estimated param-
eters, S is the skewness and K is the kurtosis. The larger the jb-value, the
lower is the probability of normally distributed data. The test statistic itself
is approximately χ2-distributed with 2 degrees of freedom under the null hy-
pothesis that the series is normally distributed (Fiorentini et al. 2003, 03).
However, the Jarque-Bera test is not designed for small samples (Fiorentini
et al. 2003, 05).

For many of the series in the sample the Lagrange-multiplier (LM) test for
autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (invented by Engle 1982) clearly
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indicates `ARCH-e�ects' (time dependency of the error term) which means
that the null hypothesis of homoskedasticity can be rejected for these series.
This motivated the usage of GARCH models to obtain accurate estimates (En-
gle 1982, Bollerslev 1986). The basic idea of the LM test is as follows: regress
y on x and obtain residuals; regress the obtained residuals ε2

t−1 on p lags of
ε2

t−1, i.e. β0 + β1ε2
t−1

+ ... + βpε2
t−p

; assess the joint signi�cance of β1 − βp (see
e.g. Breusch & Pagan 1980). The null hypothesis of homoskedasticity can be
rejected if the coe�cient is statistically di�erent from zero (Connolly 1989,
162). In order to check whether there were any remaining ARCH-e�ects after
running the GARCH(1,1) speci�cation, I again applied the test to the residuals
obtained by the respective GARCH model. In most cases, running a Vanilla
GARCH was su�cient to remove ARCH-e�ects, in all other cases I added an
additional ARCH term, i.e. q = 2 to the speci�cation presented in equation
8.45.

Further, each table of results has an entry for the so called `Ljung�Box' test.
The Ljung�Box test, also called Box-Pierce or Q-test for white noise, is per-
formed to test whether a time-series has signi�cant autocorrelation or not. The
null hypothesis is that no serial correlation exists which is accepted when the
p-value is high. The larger Qk, the larger the probability of autocorrelation.
Qk is calculated as follows:

Qk = N(N + 2)
k∑

i=1

r2
i

N − i
(8.15)

where N is the number of samples, k is the number of lags and ri the ith auto-
correlation. Qk is χ2-distributed with k degrees of freedom. Again, the Ljung�
Box test was employed both to �nd the adequate regression model and to test
whether there was remaining autocorrelation after running a GARCH(1,1)
model.

5 The conditional variance of the standard GARCH(p,q) model is given by

σ2
t = ω +

q∑
i=1

α1ε
2
t−i +

p∑
i=1

β1σ
2
t−i + δiRmt,

i.e. additional ARCH terms are simply added up.
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Generally, above described diagnostics supported the initial conjecture that
GARCH(1,1) was the most adequate model speci�cation. The results of both
the event study and volatility analysis are presented in the following chapter.



Chapter 9

Discussion of Results

The great tragedy of science is the slaying of a
beautiful hypothesis by an ugly fact.
(Thomas H. Huxley)

Chapter Outline:
This chapter is dedicated to the discussion of results. For a quick introduction I
will �rst present some case studies (section 9.1) and their particularities and then
move on to the aggregate level, namely the impact of Commission's decisions on
stock returns (section 9.2). Finally, section 9.3 illustrates the results obtained by
the volatility analysis.

9.1 Case Studies

This section presents results and some visual depictions of the stock return
analysis for several selected cases. These were chosen to show some particu-
larities and underpin the methodological considerations presented in chapter
6. Rather than distinguishing di�erent cases, I present results according to
methodological concerns. In particular, these include questions about a rea-
sonable length of event window (section 6.4.1.1), the selection of the most
appropriate equilibrium model (section 8.1.1) and, to start with, a general
overview of the possible magnitude of abnormal returns ascribed to European
Commission's merger decisions.

9.1.1 Impact of Commission's Decisions on Stock Re-
turns

The following examples are meant to give a general impression on how �if at
all� the application of the European Merger Regulation impacts stock returns.
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For instance, the Metso merger nicely illustrates the importance of modelling
anticipation e�ects. Figure 9.1 clearly shows how new information is priced in
even before the respective decision is o�cially published.
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Figure 9.1: Abnormal Returns Metso; Decision Type 6(1)(c)

This result is in line with the theoretical framework both in terms of the
direction (the decision entails the initiation of phase II which, according to
H1, is expected to cause lower stock returns) and the timing of the impact;
the latter indicating market e�ciency and rational absorption of information.

Figure 9.2 also gives a telling impression of a rather prominent e�ect on ab-
normal returns. However, these are opposed to initial expectations. Although
we are dealing with an initiation of phase II of the merger review process (Art.
6(1)(c) of the Merger Regulation), �gure 9.2 shows positive abnormal returns.
There are two possible explanations for this seemingly anomaly. Either, share-
holders in the �rst place expected a prohibition of the proposed merger and
were therefore relieved the �rst decision turned out to merely implicate an ex-
tension of the review process, or, which is even more likely, some other event is
responsible for the sudden upward movement. As such, this example justi�es
the inclusion of a variable controlling for other e�ects possibly a�ecting �rms'
values.
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Figure 9.2: Returns Dow Chemical; Decision Type 6(1)(c)

9.1.2 Length of Event Window

With regards to the length of the event window, most cases suggest using
rather short event windows which is in line with the respective literature cited
in chapter 6. Still, some cases show prominent anticipation e�ects which would
not have been analysed with too short an event window as the visual depic-
tion of cumulated abnormal returns of the UPM-Kymmene merger illustrates
(�gure 9.3).

Such examples justify the inclusion of anticipation variables. However well the
UPM-Kymmene merger might serve to visualize anticipation e�ects, the sign
of abnormal returns might be misleading. The merger was eventually cleared,
but still �gure 9.3 depicts that its stock yielded negative abnormal returns.
Nevertheless, abnormal returns hardly amounted to -.05 percent as such not
necessarily contradicting hypothesis two. Further, one could even argue that
anticipation did not take place at day -1, but rather �ve days before the decision
and then slowly ebbed away. It experienced another boost when the decision
became public, and then settled around a rather stable mean about two days
after the event.

The next example, the Electrabel merger (�gure 9.4) con�rms the above as-
sertion that normally, short event windows perform better. In this case, only
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Figure 9.3: CAR UPM-Kymmene (MM estimated with GARCH); Decision
Type 8(2)

the day of the decision was included.

A similar impression is given by the abnormal returns around the Dow Chem-
ical merger decision depicted in �gure 9.2. It highlights the importance of
using a rather short event window, since a larger window (i.e. capturing more
days than the pre-event and post-event day as suggested in this study) would
smooth out the e�ect making it hardly visible.

9.1.3 Equilibrium Model

As extensively described in section 8.1.1 there are quite a few normal perfor-
mance models for comparing abnormal returns to. For several reasons, I chose
to both calculate constant mean and market models. The plot of abnormal re-
turns surrounding the Merck merger (�gure 9.5) illustrates that in most cases
there is no substantial di�erence in results by choosing either type of model.

Still, it is worth calculating both speci�cations, given that on the one hand,
only the market model controls for general market movements that might in-
�uence stock returns and on the other hand, some stocks are hardly in�uenced
by market movements and thus follow their constant mean rather than being
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Figure 9.4: Abnormal Returns Electrabel; Decision Type 6(1)(a)

at the whim of the DAX movement.

9.1.4 Summary

The case studies have shown that there are indeed abnormal returns observ-
able around the date of a Commission's decision on a proposed merger. In
particular, most �gures reveal that market participants behave e�ciently and
price in news relatively quickly, justifying the usage of comparatively short
event windows.

However, these results are rather indicative and meant to give the reader a
�rst impression of the nexus between the application of the European Merger
Regulation and stock returns. In order to draw more general conclusions, the
analysis at the aggregate level, discussed in section 9.2, merits a closer look.

9.2 Stock Returns

The results presented in the following subsections are based on highly aggre-
gated data. Instead of considering individual �rms, abnormal returns were
aggregated and averaged both across companies and time (CAAR) to get an
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Figure 9.5: Abnormal Returns Merck; Decision Type 6(1)(a)

overall impression of the impact of decisions by DG competition on stock val-
ues. This has some implications with respect to the size of test statistics. On
the one hand, aggregation eliminates random �uctuation, but on the other
hand it is also very sensitive to extreme outliers. That is, if abnormal returns
of all but one company have the same sign and the abnormal returns of this one
company are rather large, averaging might lead to a drastic reduction in the
overall e�ect.1 Additionally, given rather short event windows, especially the
non-parametric tests yield very conservative estimates. These tests compare
either the sign, rank or median of CAARs during the event window to those
obtained outside the event window. The corresponding p-values re�ect the
possibility of randomly observing such values if they were indeed indi�erent to
the rest of the series. If, however, the event window only comprises three days,
none of the tests will ever reveal substantial results. This is due to the fact
that in a series with about 200 points of measurement it is not that unlikely
that three values in a row are higher or lower than the median. Further, the
power of most test statistics used is rather low for small samples, which is why
the e�ect does not always appear as substantial as it might actually be.

Thus, it is di�cult to assess whether abnormal returns are merely due to
1 Appendix F shows the impact of these in�uential cases and lists the respective compa-

nies' names.
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random �uctuations in stock prices or whether they are indeed attributable
to a certain event. Notwithstanding respective di�culties in interpreting non-
parametric test statistics, the problem itself is not con�ned to the tests, but
demonstrates one of the pitfalls inherent to any event study.

The results of various tests are presented in tables 9.1 to 9.4; their interpreta-
tion follows hypothesiswise in sections 9.2.1 to 9.2.3

9.2.1 Hypothesis 1: Initiations of Phase II and Prohibi-
tions

Recall that according to hypothesis 1, initiations of phase II (Art. 6(1)(c))
and prohibitions of a proposed merger (Art. 8(3)) are expected to negatively
in�uence the respective companies' equities. As described in section 8.1.2,
I ran several statistical models to empirically test this hypothesis. The two
baseline models, the constant mean return- and the market model with OLS
parameter estimation are depicted in �gure 9.6.
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Figure 9.6: CAAR Decision Type 8(3)

As �gure 9.6 illustrates, abnormal returns on the event day (day 0) are a little
blurred by rumours prior to the actual decision, which are immediately priced
in. This is in line with the presumption that well anticipated events have less
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e�ects than sudden news. Once a decision is anticipated it becomes `noise'
(Black 1996) rather than news. Yet we can observe a distinct negative e�ect
on �rms' stocks slightly before and on the event day. Shortly after the event
returns oscillate around a stable mean. However, because rumours lead to
increased uncertainty, we should expect higher volatility. Figure 9.6 gives a
�rst impression of this conjecture. This point is further discussed in section
9.3.

The plot of CAARs in �gure 9.6 is meant to give the observer a picture of
possible impacts on the prohibition to merge on respective �rm assests, but
is certainly not su�cient to judge whether H1 holds. Table 9.1 contains the
results of various signi�cance tests (as discussed in section 8.1.2). The structure
of table 9.1 is rather complex, due to the sheer number of tests statistics it
contains. Let me thus brie�y give some reading instructions. All cell entries
display p-values. These are arranged such that rows refer to the respective
test-statistic, e.g. t-test or rank-test and columns indicate the method by
which the market model's parameters where estimated, e.g. OLS or Theil.
Further, these columns are divided to distinguish between di�erent lengths of
event windows in case of the rank- and median test. This was necessary due to
aforementioned conservative results of non-parametric tests. Finally, di�erent
sets of rows refer to di�erent alternative hypothesis. Cell entries always give
the p-value of the respective alternative rather than the null hypothesis.

Starting simple and then getting more complicated, let us begin with the t-
tests. The corresponding p-values are quite promising and robust to di�erent
parameter estimations. In most cases the probability that cumulated average
abnormal returns are di�erent to zero is relatively high, for the constant mean
model ranging from .61 to .69. The market model, however, performs a little
worse, with values for prohibitions being slightly lower than .5. This could
be a �rst hint that some of the assets included are not merely a function of
the DAX development. Further, recalling �gure 9.6, the e�ect could simply
be blurred by anticipation e�ects. Due to lack of variance on the variables
measuring anticipation, these variables could not be included in the aggre-
gate level stock return analysis, but e�ects of anticipation on volatility are
presented in section 9.3. Yet, �as far as possible� I run each regression us-
ing the day the Handelsblatt expressed a speculation on the possible outcome
of a merger review process instead of the event day itself to de�ne the event
window. Unfortunately, there were hardly any presumptions advanced in the
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Handelsblatt, so that reconstructing the event window was often not feasible.
For those cases subject to publicly expressed anticipation, rede�ning the event
window hardly changed results at the aggregate level. This constriction does
not only hold for prohibitions and initiations of phase II but is also applicable
to H2 and H3. This matter of fact should encourage future research to develop
a more re�ned measurement of anticipation.

Notwithstanding above results, there appear to be very prominent reactions to
the initiation of phase II of a merger review process, given that the respective
p-values oscillate around .9. Independent of the normal performance model
(constant mean or market model), the probability that CAARs are lower than
zero is quite high. This is well in line with H1 stating that both prohibitions
of a proposed merger and initiations of phase II cause negative abnormal re-
turns. p-values indicating the probability that CAARs are smaller than zero
are slightly lower for initiations of phase II (Art. 6(1)(c)) than for prohibitions
(Art. 8(3)). This is no surprise, considering that decisions according to article
8(3) of the Merger Regulation imply that the proposed merger is de�nitely not
compatible with the Common Market, whereas article 6(1)(c) decisions only
express serious doubts. In the latter case the �nal result remains open, which
might be why investors appear to be a little more optimistic to the initiation
of phase II.

Moving on to the non-parametric tests, results are less easy to interpret. In
the �rst place, most p-values are substantively smaller than for the t-tests,
which con�rms the distributional considerations laid out in section 8.1.2 and
goes along with the discussion at the beginning of section 9.2. The rank test
is roughly in line with the t-test, although some p-values are a little lower.
Given that the studentized t-test tends to overestimate, i.e. is very prone
to committing a type I error, such divergences are normal. Another concern
here is the rather short length of the event window, ranging from three to
�ve days. In the case of article 6(1)(c) decisions, larger windows yield lower
p-values, indicating that including too many leads and lags diminishes the
event's e�ect. This becomes even more evident with respect to the median
test, supporting above claim that abnormal returns over a very short period
of time are not easily distinguished from mere random �uctuation. Finally,
Corrado's rank test deprives of any meaningful interpretation. In the words of
Stigler: �Theories that are right only 50 percent of the time are less economical
than coin-�ipping� (cited in Malkiel 2003, 222).
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Resuming the discussion of the illustrations of CAARs (�gure 9.6) and the
results of various signi�cance tests (table 9.1), there is some evidence in favour
of hypothesis one. This is to say that markets react negatively to both merger
prohibitions and the expressions of serious doubts on the compatibility of pro-
posed mergers with the Common Market. However, test results are not always
robust to di�erent speci�cations.

9.2.2 Hypotheses 2 and 2a: Permissions

In accordance with H2 and H2a we should expect a slight positive e�ect of
merger clearances (decisions according to Art. 8(2) and 6(1)(b)) on the respec-
tive companies' assets. This e�ect is expected to be less prominent or even
turn negative for those cases where the respective decision is conditioned by
certain obligations.
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Figure 9.7: CAAR Decision Type 8(2)

Again, to get a �rst impression on whether these conjectures hold in practice,
let us visualize the cumulated average abnormal returns of allowed mergers.
Figure 9.7 and 9.8 show cumulated averaged abnormal returns for companies
whose proposed merger was allowed without any conditions, while �gures 9.9
and 9.10 depict those permissions subject to certain conditions and obligations.
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Figure 9.8: CAAR Decision Type 6(1)(b)

Both �gures 9.7 and 9.8 exhibit slightly positive abnormal returns around the
event day, with the e�ect being a little more prominent in case of decisions
according to article 8(2). This is well in line with the theoretical framework
underlying this study. Given that phase II (Art. 8(2)) is ruled by higher un-
certainty than phase I (Art. 6(1)(b)), decisions during the former are of higher
informational value, which �according to the EMH� justi�es market reactions.
I will discuss this point in more detail on page 81 in the context of respective
test-statistics. Further, there are clear anticipation e�ects observable for both
decision types, which gives additional indication for e�cient markets.

Moving on to the p-values presented in table 9.2, the constant mean model
hints at abnormal returns that are not necessarily di�erent from zero and have
a probability of around .5 to be larger than zero. Though not overwhelming,
these results might indicate very e�cient markets. Brady & Feinberg (2000,
894) claim that there is little e�ect of merger clearances on companies' stocks,
since decisions according to article 6(1)(b) of the Merger Regulation are the
norm (see also table 6.1 on page 32), therefore easy to anticipate and thus
hardly contain new information. Interestingly, in this case the t-test yields
lower p-values than the non-parametric tests, which is in slight contradiction
to the claim by Brown & Warner (1980, 1985), Cowan & Sergeant (1996),
Dombrow et al. (2000), Kramer (2001), and others that in contrast to their
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Figure 9.9: CAAR Decision Type 8(2) with conditions

non-parametric counterparts, t-tests tend to overestimate the e�ect of certain
events on stock markets.

The market model, in turn, yields less ambiguous p-values. For decisions ac-
cording to article 8(2) of the Merger Regulation, most values are higher than
.5, con�rming both abnormal returns di�erent to and higher than zero. How-
ever, based on the �gures presented in table 9.2 it is di�cult to judge whether
permissions during phase I (Art. 6(1)(b)) have any non-random in�uence on
the respective companies' stock returns. Recalling the two possible phases of
a merger review process according to the European Merger Regulation, a dif-
ference in reaction to merger permissions according to article 6(1)(b) and 8(2)
can well be justi�ed from a theoretical point of view. The theoretical hook of
the current thesis is that investors e�ciently incorporate new information and
hence only surprising news impacts the price of an asset. A proposed merger
only enters phase II if DG Competition has serious doubts on whether it is
compatible with the Common Market (see section 2). Consequently, phase II
implies far more uncertainty than phase one and hence information on a com-
mission's decision is real `news' in the sense of Black (1996). Merger review
processes are only abandoned during phase I if the judgement whether or not
the proposed merger is compatible with the Common Market is very clear-cut.
Yet, if this decision is so obvious, investors should be quite prepared to antici-
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Figure 9.10: CAAR Decision Type 6(1)(b) with conditions

pate it and are consequently not expected to change their trading strategy on
the actual day of the decision but way before.

Again, p-values are quite robust to the method of market model parameter es-
timation. Speci�cation of the test-statistic, in turn, does in many cases make
a di�erence, especially with respect to Corrado's rank test, which once more
spares any meaningful interpretation.

Comparing the results to test statistics of the behaviour of abnormal returns
following merger clearances subject to certain conditions and obligations, the
most obvious distinction is demonstrated by the sign test's p-values. Across
decision types and independent of market model parameter estimation method,
all values are rather close to zero, indicating it is very unlikely that decisions
without- and subject to certain conditions are related to abnormal returns
of the same size. Accordingly, the sign test supports H2a which states that
the conditioning of merger clearance decisions diminishes positive abnormal
returns. However, other tests yield less distinct p-values. This especially holds
for decisions according to article 8(2) subject to conditions, which are very
similar to the same type of decision not subject to conditions. In contrast, for
decisions taken during phase I, there is a clear-cut di�erence in impact in the
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direction predicted by H2a. At least the non-parametric tests in general, result
in lower p-values for decisions subject to certain conditions than for straight-
away permissions.

In total, there is weak support for H2 and H2a. Apparently, my results indicate
some market reactions to merger clearances. Yet, di�erences between straight-
away permissions and those subject to certain conditions are not always clear-
cut. However, a broader and more representative case selection is needed to
draw generalizable conclusions.

9.2.3 Hypothesis 3: Procedural Decisions

Hypothesis three states that procedural decisions (Art. 6(1)(a)) do not signif-
icantly e�ect assets. The illustration of CAARs in �gure 9.11 at �rst sight
seems to con�rm this assertion. Yet, abnormal returns around the event day
are slightly higher than .01 in case of the market model and hardly reach
.02 when estimated by the constant mean model. Such minor e�ects are not
necessarily attributable to a certain event but may well be due to random
�uctuation as the test results in table 9.4 con�rm. Further, distributional di-
agnostics have shown highly non-normal, left-skewed CAARs. In the face of
this evidence, the non-parametric Theil estimation method is more appropri-
ate than the OLS model. As table 9.4 shows, the probability of normal returns
during the event period is slightly higher in case of the Theil speci�cation.

Apart from Corrado's rank test, which once more suggests no meaningful in-
terpretation whatsoever, almost all p-values are lower than .1, indicating that
market reactions to procedural decisions are rather unlikely. P-values are
slightly higher for the median test. Consequently, it can be concluded that
if abnormal returns are at all statistically di�erent from zero during the event
window, they are higher than the daily median percentage price change of the
respective stock. Counter to the �ndings by Brady & Feinberg (2000), this
result suggests that there is indeed some relief when DG competition declares
a noti�ed merger to be out of the scope of the Merger Regulation.

Given these results, I conclude that the cases selected for this study support
H3 insofar as stock market reactions to procedural decisions are very unlikely.
However, my �ndings go further than those of former studies (c.f. Brady &
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Figure 9.11: CAAR Decision Type 6(1)(a)

Feinberg 2000) as some tests indicate positive rather than negative abnormal
returns which con�rms the expectation of higher returns in case of good news.

9.2.4 Summary

The results presented in sections 9.1 and 9.2 weakly support most of the hy-
potheses presented in chapter 5. Yet, results are somewhat contradictory with
respect to procedural decisions. Across all hypotheses, results have shown to
be relatively robust to both parameter estimation of the market model and the
signi�cance test employed; an exception being Corrado's test statistic, which
does not allow for any meaningful interpretation.

Having shown the impact of certain decisions by the European Commission
on stock returns, the analysis of event induced volatility is presented in the
following section.

9.3 Volatility Analysis

The following paragraphs present the results obtained by testing hypothesis
four. This hypothesis states that uncertainty about the outcome of a merger
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Table 9.4: Test Statistics H3

6(1)(a)
Constant Mean
Prob(CAAR!=0)t-test .0885 - - - - -
Prob(rank/sign(CAAR)=0) - - - -Corrado .5018 - - - - -
Prob(CAAR<0)t-test .0442 - - - - -
Prob(rank/median event = estim.) 1 day 5 daysRank .3135 .8309 - - - -Median (median>0) .124 1 - - - -

OLS GARCH Theil
Market Model
Prob(CAAR!=0)t-test .0447 - .031 - .0299 -
Prob(rank/sign(CAAR)=0)Corrado .5036 - 0 - .5030 -
Prob(CAAR<0)t-test .0223 - .0155 - .015 -
Prob(rank/median event = estim.) 1 day 5 days 1 day 5 days 1 day 5 daysRank .0468 .4083 .0229 .1337 .1066 .2705Median (median>0) .245 .537 .245 .217 .247 .54

Note: Cell entries are p-values; day indicates length of event window.

review process induces an increase in market volatility. Tables 9.5 to 9.8 show
the results of the volatility analysis. Each table is tripartite with the �rst
section containing coe�cients, signi�cance levels, and corrected standard errors
for the variance estimation, the second displaying ARCH/ GARCH terms, and
the last section illustrating model �t and some diagnostics.

Most times several GARCH models had to be �tted to achieve convincing
results. There is no single model best explaining volatility for all series under
investigation. All models for one company in the sample are displayed in a
separate column in the respective table of results (tables 9.5 to 9.8). These
di�erent model speci�cations are mainly due to the fact that data for some
variables were not available for all cases or that the variables did not show
enough variance to �t any model. Above all, volume of trade, which I included
as a control variable due to its commonly high correlation with volatility, is not
available for the Bertelsmann stocks. Poorly �tting models for this company
might thus partly be due to the omission of this variable.
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Table 9.5: Volatility Analysis (GARCH/ EGARCH) Bertelsmann (Art. 8.3
decision)

1 2 3 4 5
Di� DAX .0001 .0001 -4.3005*** -.002 -.8382(.0817) (.0016) (.0082) (.0016) (.0637)Lag return -15383.23 -43.7652*(25.1727)Antic -.9014*** -1.4869***(.298) (.4572)Other -.4806** -1.0481***(.2258) (.2696)Any 359.7222 -.9669*** 83.7765***(.245) (7.2377)Cons -9.0456*** -13.8165*** -964.0402 -13.7366*** .(.1202) (2.1887) (2.4971) (.)

ARCH L1: .2326*** L1: .1080** L1: -.1195**(.0943) (.0432) (.0507)GARCH L4: .2809 L4: .9430 L1: 1.0461***(.2419) (.0413) (.0409)EARCH .088 L1: .4426*(.2138) (.2737)EARCH_a -.613* -.7210***(.3253) (.2848)EGARCH -.4587** -.4433*(.2257) (.2587)

N 132 132 132 132 132Log likelihood 456.03 456.05 468.3 456.359 455.1601Prob>Chi2 .2 .21 .1 .1 .6
p p p p pArchlm .6175 .65 .1884 .76 .24Jb 0 0 0 0 0Ljung Box .918 .9264 .6229 .1192 .7275

Note: corrected standard errors in parenthesissigni�cance levels: *:10% **:5% ***:1%.

Arguably, volume of trade explains much of the observed volatility for the
other companies' stock returns, which is why it is even more problematic that
the data was not always at hand. It is left for future research to show, whether
including volume of trade leads to better results than those presented in table
9.5. A possible explanation for the signi�cant values for volume of trade in
most models is that news on enterprises might give raise for more traders to
buy and sell those stocks, which is why both volume of trade and volatility
increase. In any case, due to before mentioned lack of data, results should be
seen as indicative. Further, recalling section 6.1 only those enterprises with
su�cient variance on the anticipatory variables were included in the analysis
(i.e. Deutsche Telekom, ENI, Lenzing, and SCA did not show enough variance
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to �t a GARCH model2). Finally, the results are rather limited as only the
period of time for which newspapers were coded (one week prior to noti�cation
until day of last decision) was used for estimating the coe�cients. A longer
time horizon might yield more robust coe�cients. Still, there is no obvious
theoretical reason why and to what extent the period of investigation should
be enlarged. Last but not least, in accordance with the considerations discussed
in section 7.1.2.1, one could claim that newspapers are a rather crude proxy
for both anticipation e�ects and other �rm relevant information.

Still, apart from these shortcomings of the volatility analysis some insights can
be gained by having a closer look at tables 9.5 through 9.8. Lets start with ta-
ble 9.5. In order to interpret the coe�cients, recall that all variables referring
to information arrival (antic, any, other) are dummy variables. For instance
antic is coded one on days where one or more articles in Handelsblatt indicate
anticipation and zero otherwhise. For the Bertelsmann case, this means that
volatility decreases by about one percent on those days on which the Han-
delsblatt indicated some notion of anticipation of the expected Commission's
decision on the proposed merger. In the asymmetric (E-GARCH) speci�cation
the decrease in volatility even amounts to one and a half percent. Remarkably,
if we look at the control case, the e�ect of any information on volatility, the
coe�cients are ambiguous with respect to their signs. Whereas the E-GARCH
speci�cation �as expected� yields negative signi�cant coe�cients (model 4),
symmetric speci�cation displays non-signi�cant positive coe�cients (model 3
and 5). Although this change in coe�cients hints at a rather poor �tting
model, it also indicates that the asymmetric speci�cation is better suited. I
took advantage of the fact that in general the asymmetric speci�cation yielded
far more consistent results and, to simplify matters, I only report the EGARCH
results in the following tables (tables 9.6�9.8). The results of the GARCH(1,1)
models can be found in appendix D.

Coming back to table 9.5, we can deduce that anticipation e�ects (Antic) do
have a signi�cant in�uence on volatility and so does other news (Other). How-
ever, no conclusions on whether the correct anticipation of a decision rather
than any anticipation makes a di�erence can be drawn, as the variable mea-
suring correct anticipation (Correct) did not show any variance and was thus
excluded from the analysis. Further, it can be observed that there were signi�-

2 Apart from the general problems of drawing inference with too little variance, the
problem here is that the Hessian simply is not invertible.
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cant ARCH e�ects in most models, whereas only model �ve exhibits signi�cant
GARCH e�ects. This indicates that while the conditional variance from time
t−1 does not signi�cantly a�ect the conditional variance at time t, random er-
rors from the prior period (ε2

t−1) do. Finally, di�erent speci�cations show that
the model is usually overspeci�ed when both the (di�erenced) local market in-
dex, in this case the DAX, and the lag of the dependent variable are included.
Notably, the market index yields better results than the lagged return for the
Bertelsmann and Honeywell case. With respect to model �t, although indi-
vidual values are sometimes highly signi�cant, the overall model �t is rather
poor, with the Wald χ2 statistic yielding probabilities of .1 and higher. One
reason for this poor �t, rather than a misspeci�ed theoretical or statistical
model, might be the data structure as such. Most variables are only dummies
and thus of little explanatory power. Further, the before mentioned lack of
su�cient variance is still persistent. However, these problems cannot be solved
without either forging the data or simply posing a di�erent research question.
Both options seem rather inadequate. To put it in Gill and King's words �com-
puter programs should not be in the business of deciding what questions are
worthy of study� (Gill & King 2004, 54).

Finally, with respect to distributional criteria, for all entries, Ljung�Box tests
suggest retaining the null hypothesis of no autocorrelation. Lagrange-multiplier
tests also produce high p-values for all models, justifying to maintain the null
hypothesis of homoskedastic residuals.

Summing up, apart from a somewhat poor model �t, which is mainly due to
the inherent data structure, in the case of Bertelsmann, the volatility analysis
a�rms my theoretical considerations. Volatility decreases with information
arrival lessening investors' uncertainty.

The results of the volatility analysis on the e�ects of the General Electrics (GE)
merger presented in table 9.6 look somewhat more inconsistent. Throughout
half the models (model 1, 3, and 4) volume of trade is statistically signi�cant
with none of the variables of interest exhibiting a substantial e�ect. Only
model four hints at a possibly statistically signi�cant e�ect of any news (Any)
on volatility; as expected the coe�cient is negative. Thus, if news hit the mar-
ket, volatility decreased. This is in line with the presumption that volatility is
positively correlated with uncertainty and hence decreases with the arrival of
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Table 9.6: Volatility Analysis (EGARCH) General Electrics (Art. 8.3 deci-
sion)

1 2 3 4 5 6
Lag return -27.4767** -6.710 -27.246**(12.8564) (5.6193) (12.8482)Correct antic .2694(.5401)Antic -.3826 .0512 .1466(.9455) (.2353) (.4174)Other -1.1138 -.3489 -.3444(.5026) (.4686) (.4671)Any -.8727* -.1593(.444) (.3602)Volume .0097** .0160 .0186* .0097* .0152 .0054(.0046) (.0122) (.0095) (.0047) (.0120) (.0079)Cons -11.0079*** -2.5805 -.1261 -12.2012*** -2.5982 -6.5824(2.7252) (2.6600) (2.3712) (2.1766) (2.7200) (4.9536)

EARCH L2: -.1650 L1: .2688 L1: .0544 L2: -.1742 L1: .2624 L1: -.2985(.2601) (.2474) (.1711) (.2442) (.2414) (.2163)EARCH_a L2: .9867*** L1: -.6118** L1: .2487 L2: .7826* L1: -.6197** L1: -.1830(.3429) (.3026) (.2503) (.4197) (.3022) (.3623)EGARCH -.4648 L2: .6924** .99177*** L1: -.6251* L2: .6896** L1: .1903(.3613) (.3263) (.3185) (.2839) (.6013)

N 104 104 104 104 104 104Log likelihood 251.6501 285.1637 249.158 251.3598 285.0356 278.99Prob>Chi2 .7533 0 .7077 .6721 0 0
p p p p p pArchlm .9995 .0428 .2412 .1971 .0523 .0489Jb 0 .0301 0 0 .0316 .0277Ljung Box 0 .8304 .6004 .7185 .8254 .8361

Note: corrected standard errors in parenthesissigni�cance levels: *:10% **:5% ***:1%.

news which lessen investors' uncertainty. Again, the overall �t is rather poor
for some models, increasing notably when the lagged dependent variable is
included in the model (models two and �ve). Interestingly, the Wald χ2 statis-
tic is rather promising for model six, although none of the variables included
shows statistically signi�cant e�ects.

Again, the asymmetric ARCH term being signi�cant and substantively larger
than the simple ARCH term in most models, hints that the asymmetric spec-
i�cation is better suited than the symmetric one.3 Altogether the GE case
renders less promising results than the Bertelsmann merger. However, this is
not too surprising, given the fact that, for internal consistency, I only used
data on stocks traded at Frankfurt, whereas GE assets are traded at many

3 The results for the symmetric speci�cation are found in appendix D in table D.1.
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other stock exchanges around the world. Usually volatility e�ects are better
observed in large liquid markets. Although Frankfurt is one of Europe's largest
stock exchanges, the volume of GE assets traded at the Deutsche Börse might
simply be too small to observe signi�cant volatility shocks.

Accordingly, one should expect similar results for the Honeywell share, given
that the merger was intended to take place between the two US based com-
panies4 GE and Honeywell. Looking at table 9.7 reveals rather inconsistent
results, comparable to those presented in table 9.6. The most startling �g-
ures are the coe�cients for anticipation that have positive signs throughout
all models and thus stand in clear contrast to the relationship stipulated in H4.
Even more surprising, all other events related to Honeywell (Other) have neg-
ative signs, indicating that any news, apart from those related to the merger
decreased volatility. However, none of the coe�cients is statistically signif-
icant, even though the model �t is rather good for all models. The latter
might above all be due to signi�cant values of volume of trade, or, respec-
tively, the lagged dependent variable. Still, model three, which appears to be
the best �t of all models estimated, reveals a statistically signi�cant, positive
e�ect of anticipation on volatility. There are two possible explanations for
this violation of H4. Firstly, it is intuitive to ascribe the divergence between
theoretical considerations and empirical results to the speci�ties of the GE/
Honeywell case. Before the case was noti�ed to the European Commission, the
US antitrust agency had already cleared the proposed merger between GE and
Honeywell. Accordingly, most shareholders expected the European procedure
to be of rather formal nature. Thus, one could argue, news actually did not
reduce but rather increased investors' uncertainty as it was in clear opposition
to the prior expectation of most traders, which, in turn, caused an increase
in market volatility. Secondly, the contradiction between theory and practice
might allude a poor causal chain. In particular, my theoretical deduction that
information reduces uncertainty and thus leads to less volatility might be er-
roneous. Or, to be less generalistic, this conjecture might simply not hold for
all cases. As described in chapter 7, the proxies for anticipation e�ects are
rather crude. More re�ned measurement and a closer look at the characteris-
tics of each case (including investors' priors about the probable outcome of an

4 The already small number of prohibitions made me refrain from the case selection
criteria stipulated in section 6.1 of only selecting one of the �rms involved in each
merger.
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antitrust review process) might yield less contradictory results.

Table 9.8: Volatility Analysis (EGARCH) Scania (Art. 8.3 decision)

1 2 3 4 5
Lag return 73.4613* 35.8091 68.4953*(38.9275) (34.5283) (39.6859)Correct antic 3.3482* 3.0656(2.0365) (5.0122)Antic 3.1473 3.8429***(2.2977) (.8925)Other .7735* .7501* 1.0168* .9295**(.4179) (.4528) (.6194) (.4379)Any 2.5184***(.4775)Volume -3.3498* -3.7279** -3.3460 -3.6947** -2.9118(1.9293) (1.8313) (4.1688) (1.7171) (1.9935)Cons -9.2215*** -9.9167*** -12.3660*** -12.5332*** -1.7816***(2.6822)( 2.3241) (1.2722) (2.1454) (1.2917)

EARCH L1: .1657 L1: .3229* -.3406433 L1: -.0543 -.4876*(.2047) (.2025) (.2535) (.3405) (.3103)EARCH_a L1: -.2547 L1: -.4731 L1: .2521 L1: .0665 L1: .4541*(.3389) (.3337) (.3137) (.3392) (.2722)EGARCH L1: .0767 L1: .0114 L1: .2668** L1: -.2734 L1: -.1071(.2789) (.2408) (.1225) (.2212) (.1315)

N 126 126 126 126 126Log likelihood 431.0236 437.5887 432.2842 438.6579 427.3792Prob>Chi2 0 .0001 .0423 .0004 .0009
p p p p pArchlm 0 0 .6678 0 .3313Jb 0 0 0 0 0Ljung Box 0 0 .5705 0 .5004

Note: corrected standard errors in parenthesissigni�cance levels: *:10% **:5% ***:1%.

Finally, the analysis of Scania merits a closer look. At �rst sight the re-
sults presented in table 9.8 have the semblance of a parody on the theoretical
model. Many models show a good �t, have signi�cant coe�cients, but all signs
contradict the expectations expressed in part I of this thesis. Not only do an-
ticipation e�ects increase volatility, also volume of trade persistently shows
negative results, which are robust to di�erent model speci�cations5. Interest-
ingly, the coe�cients for any anticipation e�ects (Antic), no matter whether
these were consistent with the actual Commission's decision and correct antici-
pation (Correct), do not substantively di�er. As such it seems as if the market
does not distinguish between di�erent types of news. In any case, prior to
5 For the symmetric models, which essentially yield the same results, see table D.3 in

appendix D.
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the �nal decision, it is irrelevant whether anticipation was right or wrong. In
fact, market participants simply cannot know, whether news correctly predict
future action or not. With respect to residual diagnostic, only models three
(the full model) and �ve (the control case without anticipatory e�ects) satisfy
all distributional assumptions.

Recalling the notion of an e�cient market, one could argue that the day an
event is reported on in the newspapers is not necessarily identical to the time
traders get hold of this information (Campbell et al. 1997, 176). As newspa-
pers are published the day after a certain event happens, information might
leak through the day before it appears in the papers. I therefore rerun the
analysis with one-day lead anticipation variables. In no case did the inclusion
of these recoded variables cause the coe�cients to change sign or the diagnos-
tics to substantively change magnitude (see tables D.4 and D.5 in appendix D
for respective results). The results thus seem robust to di�erent model speci-
�cations. However, the substantive e�ect of anticipation is slightly larger and
more signi�cant; yet another indicator for e�cient markets.

These results de�nitely challenge the theoretical framework underlying this
thesis. Still, at this point one cannot preclude that the Scania merger simply
represents an abnormal case. This would be somehow justi�ed with respect
to the fact that not only the variables of prior interest, namely, anticipation
e�ects, but also volume of trade with a well established usually positive corre-
lation with volatility (Gallant et al. 1992, Leblang 2002, Leblang & Mukherjee
2005, 2004) exhibits counter-intuitive results.

9.3.1 Summary

Resuming the volatility analysis of the Bertelsmann, GE/ Honeywell and Sca-
nia mergers, results lead to somewhat contradictory conclusions. Recall that
hypothesis four states that uncertainty about the outcome of a merger review
process induces higher market volatility. On the one hand, solely examining
the Bertelsmann case, model and empirical results seem to �t quite nicely. On
the other hand, all other cases show either fairly bad model �ts or counter-
intuitive coe�cients. Whatever the reason for these inconsistencies, the se-
lection of cases is simply to small to draw valid inference. Although results
remain indicative, one can conclude that the market distinguishes di�erent
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types of mergers. In most cases, information showed some impact on volatil-
ity, however not always signi�cantly so and with di�ering directions. Recalling
the literature overview in chapter 3 this con�rms the assertion of some au-
thors that the market reacts di�erently to each type of mergers (acquisition,
combination, share deal, take-over, . . . ) and distinguishes between bidding
and acquiring �rm (Agrawal & Ja�e 1999b, Asquith & Kim 1982, Harrison &
Liu 2004, Hemmingsson 2002, Feinberg 1980, Jensen 1987, Lindqvist 2003a,b,
Rosen 2006). A route for further research would be to accumulate the respec-
tive information about each proposed merger and then conduct a more re�ned
volatility analysis.

I will present some general conclusions on these results both in light of the
underlying theoretical framework and of some methodological considerations
in chapter 10. This chapter also outlines some prospects for future research.
For more in-depth results, distributional diagnostics, such as normality or ho-
moscedasticity tests, and several analytical plots of both raw and transformed
data, regression- and residual diagnostics as well as �gures of abnormal re-
turns for all �rms, the reader is referred to the CD accompanying this diploma
thesis. The CD contains all data and do-�les to replicate this analysis and
review all diagnostics and plots with the statistics package Stata (Version 9).
Yet, I deem a brief warning appropriate: on an average machine, running all
do-�les (i.e. the master do-�le) might take several hours due to considerably
high computational e�ort of some of the employed methods and the extensive
usage of graphs. Instructions on how to use the CD and its contents can be
found in appendix C.



Chapter 10

Conclusion

What we call the beginning is often the end
And to make an end is to make a beginning,
The end is where we start from
. . .
We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the �rst time.
(T.S. Elliot)

The aim of this thesis is to show whether there are sizeable market reactions to
decisions by the European Commission on proposed mergers. More speci�cally,
I both investigate to what extent such decisions lead to abnormal returns and
whether uncertainty of the outcome of a review process is related to market
volatility.

Following a brief introduction to the European Merger Regulation, I present
a theoretical framework based on the E�cient Market Hypothesis. Assuming
rational, utility-maximizing individuals, I presume that investors incorporate
any available information on future �rm performance in their current trading
strategy. Linking these basic assumptions of �nancial theory to empirical
�ndings on the impact of merger decisions on �rm values, I present a model
on market reactions to decisions within the scope of the Merger Regulation.
The hypotheses deduced in chapter 5 all presume that investors rely on the
information gained by decisions of DG Competition to assess the future value
of certain assets and adjust their portfolio accordingly. On the aggregate level,
such individual utility-maximizing behaviour is expected to be re�ected by the
market in terms of higher or lower stock returns respectively.

This conjecture is challenged with empirical data on individual �rms' stock
returns preceding and following di�erent decisions by DG competition. I rely
on an event study approach to single out market reactions to the implications
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of the Merger Regulation and distinguish normal- from abnormal returns sup-
posed to be caused by merger decisions.

As such, this thesis marks an extension of the current literature on the Euro-
pean Merger regulation in two respects. On the one hand, I focus on market re-
actions to speci�c decisions within the scope of the regulation on the individual
level. That is, rather than investigating general reactions to the implications
of antitrust law, such as Bishop & Lofaro (2004), Block et al. (1981), Bulmer
(1994), Büthe (2005), DeYoung (1994), Feinberg (1980, 1986), and Feinberg
& Harper (1999), I intend to show whether there is a sizeable e�ect of certain
decisions on individual stocks and whether abnormal returns are observable at
the aggregate level. On the other hand, augmenting the landmark studies by
Brady & Feinberg (2000) and Aktas et al. (2004), this thesis relies on a broader
case selection than the former and is embedded in a more re�ned theoretical
framework than the latter. More speci�cally, I explicitly model anticipation
e�ects which show to have a non-negligible impact on volatility.

Two main �ndings of the empirical analysis should be mentioned here. Inde-
pendent of the decision type, the analysis reveals that clearly markets incor-
porate news e�ciently. This result is robust to di�erent model speci�cations
and test procedures. Yet, the direction or extent of abnormal returns fol-
lowing certain decisions is not always consistent with what was stipulated by
the theoretical framework. In particular, results on hypothesis three stating
that procedural decisions have no sizeable impact on stock returns are a little
ambiguous. Whereas statistical tests indicate a low probability of abnormal
returns on the aggregate level, in several individual cases slight positive ab-
normal returns were observed. These inconsistencies might be ascribed to the
rather crude presumption that investors always favour business combinations
and therefore boost prices when a positive decision by DG competition is ex-
pected and vice versa. Depending on the circumstancialities of the respective
merger there might be quite di�erent reactions. Empirical studies reveal that
it is above all the acquired �rm's stockholders who earn large positive abnor-
mal returns (Asquith & Kim, 1209; Mandelker 1974). Although Asquith &
Kim (1982, 1209) claim net merger e�ects to be positive, this conjecture only
holds provided that the bidding �rms' stockholders are hardly a�ected, which
need not always be the case. A potential challenge for further research thus
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lies in the extension of data collection1 on traders' expectations of the merits
of speci�c mergers, so as to expand the model by a variable indicating market
expectations.

In a further e�ort, I hypothesise that prohibitions of proposed mergers induce
negative abnormal returns (H1). The results of the respective hypothesis tests
are by far the most compelling of this study. In most of the cases investigated,
the �nal decision was a�icted with some kind of uncertainty and the merger
review process was accompanied by many newspaper reports. Hence, I suspect
that on the one hand, these stocks were traded more actively and on the other
hand, the respective decisions were of fairly high informative value and thus
exerted a signi�cant and substantial e�ect on asset returns.

Hereafter, attention is paid to a detailed delineation of possible volatility in- or
decreases related to the predictability of certain Commission's decisions (H4).
In particular, I assert that the more di�culties traders experience in antic-
ipating the probable outcome of a merger review process, the more market
volatility increases. The main results of the respective empirical examination
can be subsumed as follows. Surprisingly, the only variable to exert a signif-
icant individual e�ect in all models is volume of trade. Apart from the Ber-
telsmann merger, results were sometimes counter-intuitive and often contra-
dictory. Notwithstanding these shortcomings, some general conclusion can be
drawn. As such, many models display signi�cant ARCH e�ects. That is, ran-
dom errors from the prior period (ε2

t−1) a�ect the current conditional variance.
Explicit modelling of volatility clusters is thus justi�ed. Further, throughout
all cases investigated, asymmetric model speci�cation outperformed Vanilla
GARCH models. This �nding supports the contention that traders react dif-
ferently to negative and positive news. In particular, negative shocks exert a
more prominent e�ect on conditional variance than positive shocks. Finally,
markets were shown to behave very e�ciently, given that rerunning the anal-
ysis with one-day lead anticipation variables did not cause the coe�cients to
change sign, but noticeably increased their statistical signi�cance. Although
results remain indicative, one can conclude that the market distinguishes dif-
ferent types of mergers. In most cases, information showed some impact on
volatility, however, not always signi�cantly so.

1 Such data could be gathered either by a broader analysis of press-agency releases or by
expert interviews.
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Future research should accordingly strive to develope better ways of measur-
ing the degree to which investors anticipate the outcome of certain merger
review processes. Given such an enlarged data basis, a restatement of hy-
pothesis one to three could reward additional insights. In particular, rather
than investigating the nexus between speci�c types of decisions (permission,
serious doubts, prohibition) and respective market reactions, research could
then focus on the e�ect of investors' anticipations deviating from the actual
decision. That is, returns might re�ect discrepancies between investor expec-
tations and Commission's decisions on the day a certain decision is announced.

With respect to data quality, improvement is thus clearly desirable regard-
ing the measurement of anticipation e�ects. The visual depiction of both
abnormal- and cumulated averaged abnormal returns in sections 9.1 and 9.2
indicates anticipation e�ects in many of the cases investigated. However, dur-
ing the weeks preceding the decision, the Handelsblatt hardly reported on
either the proposed merger or DG competition's position towards it. Apart
from prohibitions, which were commented on relatively frequently, most other
decisions were not reported on at all. Hence, validity of this proxy for anticipa-
tion e�ects is probably rather low, despite the fact that recoding a subsample
based on the Financial Times Deutschland hardly revealed any divergences. A
route for further research would thus be to replicate the analysis using a more
re�ned proxy of anticipation e�ects. Conducting a content analysis relying
for instance on the Wallstreet journal might be a fruitful alternative. Still,
for reasons of both availability and feasibility, retrieving data on anticipation
e�ects from Handelsblatt was the only doable option within the scope of this
diploma thesis.

Of cause, the predetermination of the Handelsblatt proxy comes along with
further prongs. First and foremost, it has a non-negligible e�ect on the case
selection. Given its German readership, the Handelsblatt mainly reports on
those companies traded in Frankfurt, and narrows down the universe of cases
to companies whose stocks are traded there. This non-random case selection
is prone to severe sampling bias, which might in�uence results in a non pre-
dictable way and thus compels to refrain from any generalizations to the global
impact of decisions according to the Merger Regulation on �nancial markets.
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A study investigating the impact of the Merger Regulation on companies other
than those traded in Frankfurt is postponed for future consideration.

Yet, I consider a further remark concerning data quality appropriate. Re-
garding the frequency of �nancial data, using daily �gures is very apt for
investigating abnormal returns (cf. MacKinlay 1997). However, with respect
to the volatility analysis, Alexander (2001, 17) notes that data should at least
be daily to draw any meaningful inference on volatility reactions to external
shocks. Still, only very high-frequency data (i.e. intra-day prices) yield reli-
able estimates of volatility clusters. Unfortunately, intra-day prices are hardly
available for large samples.

Resuming the empirical analysis' main �ndings, this study clearly reveals mar-
ket reactions to decisions within the scope of the European Merger Regulation.
However, given some methodological shortcomings and poor data quality, there
is still ample space for future research.
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Appendix A

List of Final Sample

Case No Companies involved Type of decision

88 Elf 6(1)(a)
Enterprise

159 Mediobanca 6(1)(a)
Generali

192 Solvay 6(1)(a)
Laporte

285 Pasteur Merieux 6(1)(a)
Merck

293 Philips 6(1)(a)
Thomson
Sagem

353 British Telecom 6(1)(a)
MCI

397 Ford 6(1)(a)
Hertz

425 BS 6(1)(a)
BT

661 Strabag 6(1)(a)
Bank Austria
Struag

711 Generali 6(1)(a)
Unicredito

941 Veba 8(2) cond.
Degussa

993 Bertelsmann 8(3)
Kirch
Premiere

1027 Deutsche Telekom 8(3)
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� continued from previous page �
Case No Companies involved Type of decision

Beta Research
1094 Caterpillar 6(1)(a)

Perkins Engines
1095 Nec 6(1)(a)

Bull
PNB

1587 Dana 6(1)(a)
GKN

1671 Dow Chemical 8(2) cond.
Union Carbide

1672 Volvo 8(3)
Scania

1845 AOL 8(2) cond.
Time Warner

1855 Singapore Airlines 6(1)(b)
Virgin Atlantic

1879 Boeing 8(2)
Hughes

1940 Framatome 8(2)
Siemens
Cogema
JV

2033 Metso 8(2) cond.
Svedala

2097 SCA 8(3)
Metsä Tissue

2187 CVC 8(3)
Lenzing

2200 Deutsche Bank 6(1)(b)
DGB
Varta

2220 General Electrics 8(3)
Honeywell

2314 BASF 8(2)
Pantochim
Eurodiol
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� continued from previous page �
Case No Companies involved Type of decision

2333 De Beers 8(2)
LVHM

2439 Hitachi 6(1)(b)
STMicroelectronics
Super H JV

2498 UPM-Kymmene 8(2)
Haindl

2638 3i group 6(1)(a)
Consors
100 World

2698 Promatech 8(2) cond.
Sulzer

2706 Carnival Corporation 8(2)
P&O Princess

2801 RWE 6(1)(b)
Innogy

2822 ENBW 8(2) cond.
Eni
GVS

2978 Lagadere 8(2) cond.
Natexis
VUP

2997 Accor 6(1)(a)
Ebertz
Dorint

3003 Electrabel 6(1)(a)
Energia Italiana
Interpower

3056 Celanese 8(2)
Degussa
European Oxo Chemicals

3216 Oracle 8(2)
Peoplesoft

3436 Continental
Phoenix 8(2) cond.

3440 ENI 8(3)
EDP
GDP
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� continued from previous page �
Case No Companies involved Type of decision

3544 Roche 6(1)(b) cond.
Bayer Healthcare

3662 XStrata 6(1)(b)
WMC Resources

3686 Honeywell 6(1)(b) cond.
Novar

3692 Reuters 6(1)(b) cond.
Telerate

3732 Procter & Gamble 6(1)(b) cond.
Hexal

3751 Novartis 6(1)(b) cond.
Hexal

3853 Solvay 6(1)(b)
Fournier



Appendix B

Data Sources and Codebook

Variable Description Values

case case number numeric
enter company name string
date date in Stata format %d
day day 1-31
month month 1-12
year year 1990-2005
Data on Commission's decisions
Source: http: // europa. eu. int/ comm/ competition/ mergers/

note noti�cation 0,1
decart1-7 Article 6(1)(a) 611

Article 6(1)(b) 612
Article 6(1)(c) 623
Article 6(2) 62
Article 8(2) 82
Article 8(3) 83
Article 9(4) 94
Article 18 18
Article 22(4) 224
withdrawn 0
none taken -1

cond1-3 decision subject to conditions yes/no [0,1]
press1-7 press release yes/no [0,1]
Content analysis
Source: http: // handelsblatt. de

hb name of enterprise mentioned yes/no [0,1]
events that might in�uence returns 2

antic anticipation of Commission's decision yes/no [0,1]; irrelevant [-1]
anticr correct anticipation of Commission's decision yes/no [0,1]; irrelevant [-1]
deter deterministic anticipation yes/no [0,1]; irrelevant [-1]
hbs issue, date and page of article in Handelsblatt string
hbt title of article in Handelsblatt string
Financial Data
Source: Datastream (Thomson Financial)

�ndate date in numeric format dd/mm/yy
price asset price in US $ numeric

http://europa.eu.int/comm/competition/mergers/
http://handelsblatt.de
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� continued from previous page �
Variable Description Values

dax DAX 30 in US $ numeric
mtval market value numeric
volcns consolidated volume numeric
voltrd volume most traded numeric

All other variables not listed in this table were created during the analysis, descriptions can
be found in the respective do-�les.
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Data CD

This diploma thesis is accompanied by a CD-ROM containing all data- and
do-�les used for the empirical analysis.
Please note that on an average machine, running all do-�les (i.e. the master
do-�le) might take several hours due to considerably high computational e�ort
of some of the employed methods and the extensive usage of graphs. In order
to replicate the analysis you �rst need to copy all �les stored in the directory
�replication� to a single directory on your hard disk or any other storage device
which allows for saving data on the run. This is necessary as both datasets and
graphs are saved while running the do-�les. Using Stata (Version 9 or higher1)
change to the respective directory and run the �le called `master.do'. This �le
contains the master �les for each decision type, which in turn invoke all other
do-�les. Once the master do-�le has been run and the necessary data-�les are
created, all other do-�les will also run separately.
Contents

1. Diploma Thesis
• DA_AnnaKalbhenn.pdf

2. Replication
(a) Data

• Merger
� Copy of DG Competition's homepage

• Original data �les are all named company000.dta, where 000
is a wildcard denoting the decision type according to the re-
spective article of the Merger Regulation, and company is to be
substituted by the respective company name, e.g.
� 3igroup611.dta
� . . .

1 In principle, all �les should run in version 8 as long as you remove the �rst command of
each do-�le �version 9�. Independent of the Stata version you are using, you might need
to install the Jarque-Bera module and outtex tool. The former is available at http://
econpapers.repec.org/software/bocbocode/s380301.htm; outtex can be retrieved
from http://www.ats.ucla.edu/stat/stata/latex/estimates.htm .

http://econpapers.repec.org/software/bocbocode/s380301.htm
http://econpapers.repec.org/software/bocbocode/s380301.htm
http://www.ats.ucla.edu/stat/stata/latex/estimates.htm
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� basf82.dta
� . . .
� degussa821.dta
� . . .
� bertelsmann83.dta
� . . .
� dowchemical613.dta
� . . .
� deutschebank612.dta
� . . .
� novartis6121.dta

(b) Do-�les2
• master.do

� master611.do
� master82.do
� master821.do
� master83.do
� master613.do
� master612.do
� master6121.do
� master83vol.do
� cr1*.do3
� an1dia*.do
� cr2*.do
� an2dia*.do
� an3e*.do
� cr3m611.do
� cr3m82.do
� cr3m821.do
� cr3m83.do
� cr3m613.do
� cr3m612.do
� cr3m6121.do
� an5cg*.do
� cr4m.do
� cr5m611mmg

2 The master do-�le contains a brief description of each data�le, which, in order to
simplify matters, I do not repeat at this place.3 Asterisks are to be replaced by the respective company name (i.e. one of those listed
in appendix A. All �les starting with �cr � serve to creating a dataset, whereas those
starting with �an� are part of the analysis.
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� cr5m82mmg
� cr5m821mmg
� cr5m83mmg
� cr5m613mmg
� cr5m612mmg
� cr5m6121mmg
� an661mmg
� an82mmg
� an821mmg
� an683mmg
� an6613mmg
� an6612mmg
� an6121mmg
� an7htng611
� an7htng82
� an7htng821
� an7htng83
� an7htng613
� an7htng612
� an7htng6121
� an9htn.do
� an91htn.do
� cr5mg.do
� an10htng.do
� an101htng.do
� an20th*
� cr6nth.do
� an11htnth.do
� an111htnth.do
� cr6m611mmth.do
� cr6m82mmth.do
� cr6m821mmth.do
� cr6m83mmth.do
� cr6m613mmth.do
� cr6m612mmth.do
� cr6m6121mmth.do
� do an21611mmth.do
� do an2182mmth.do
� do an21821mmth.do
� do an2183mmth.do
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� do an21613mmth.do
� do an21612mmth.do
� do an26121mmth.do
� an22htnth611.do
� an22htnth82.do
� an22htnth821.do
� an22htnth83.do
� an22htnth613.do
� an22htnth612.do
� an22htnth6121.do
� an40ic611.do
� an40ic82.do
� an40ic821.do
� an40ic83.do
� an40ic613.do
� an40ic612.do
� an40ic6121.do
� an41ic611.do
� an41ic82.do
� an41ic821.do
� an41ic83.do
� an41ic613.do
� an41ic612.do
� an41ic6121.do



Appendix D

Additional Results

The following tables present results from Vanilla GARCH models on all merg-
ers subject to the volatility analysis presented in section 9.3. Further, tables
D.4 and D.5 present the volatility analysis of the proposed Scania merger
assuming that traders anticipate newspaper articles, i.e. a one-day lead is in-
cluded instead of the anticipatory variables used in all other models. These
results are also discussed in section 9.3.
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Table D.1: Volatility Analysis (GARCH) General Electrics (Art. 8.3 decision)

1 2 3 4 5 6
Di� Dax
Lag return -20.6398 3.4076 -60.0341(20.0045) (10.8096) (54.2693)Correct antic .3931(1.2086)Antic -.1541 .06292 .3458(.8705) (.7196) (1.8426)Other -91.1023*** -.0541 .6797(3.0509) (.8983) (1.3263)Any -.559 -.1831(.4651) (2.2123)Volume .0302** .0140 0.0321* .0272* .01971 .0477(.0128) (.0172) (.0187) (.0158) (.0198) (.0732)Cons -8.0087*** -8.9007*** -8.3230*** -7.8571*** -10.8076*** -10.4746***(.3673) (1.0827) (.7651) (-7.8571) (2.8396) (4.0343)

ARCH L2: .2427 L1: -.0533912 L1: .1089 L1: .1343 L1: -.1501*** L1: -.0173(.1816) (.0755) (.1718) (.1873) (.0607) (.0757)GARCH L1: .1171 L3: .4323 L1: .2965 L1: .0974 L2:.8858*** L2: .8018*(.1757) (.4959) (.3792) (.3713) (.2494) (.3571)

N 104 104 104 104 104 104Log likelihood 253.169 281.9142 250.5198 251.3969 283.3211 279.0217Prob>Chi2 .9967 0 .6794 .4021 0 0
p p p p p PArchlm .8189 .0424 .2314 .1261 .0491 .0491Jb 0 .0425 0 0 .0273 .0276Ljung Box 0 .7548 .6228 .6876 .8407 .8355

Note: corrected standard errors in parenthesissigni�cance levels: *:10% **:5% ***:1%
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Table D.3: Volatility Analysis (GARCH) Scania (Art. 8.3 decision)

1 2 3 4
Lag return 20.3148 21.2485

(18.6616) (21.6016)
Correct antic 3.2457 3.3086

(3.2102) (2.6356)
Antic 2.9262* 3.1671***

(1.814) (.8107)
Other .7657** .8314* .6885*** .8973**

(.391) (.3944) (.3851) (.3988)
Any
Volume -3.7938** -3.9922* -2.5994* -3.8329**

(1.634612) (1.683283) (1.37909) (1.7373)
Cons -9.7841*** -9.8776*** -9.5495*** -9.8994***

(.2895) (.3133) (.2437) (.2378)

ARCH L1: -.0524 L1: -.0528 L1: .0060 -.023
(.0623) (.0601) .(0807) (.0585)

GARCH L1: -.0364 L1: .0162 L1: -.2472 .0095
(.2283) (.2547) (.1994) (.1843)

N 126 126 126 126
Log likelihood 431.6584 437.6709 432.2367 438.0157
Prob>Chi2 .0012 .0016 .001 .001

p p p p
Archlm 0 0 0 0
Jb 0 0 0 0
Ljung Box 0 0 .0258 0
Note: corrected standard errors in parenthesis

signi�cance levels: *:10% **:5% ***:1%
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Table D.4: Volatility Analysis with lags (EGARCH) Scania (Art. 8.3 deci-
sion)

1 2 3 4 5
di� dax .0000***0Lag return -71.8476*** 32.1706* -64.7427***(17.782) (18.2877) (22.2485)Lag Correct 3.3092*** -1.0321***(1.0087) (.1658)Lag Antic 1.5796***(.3696)Lag Other .7328* .5428* -.3962(.3904) (.3092) (.2929)Lag Any 1.4314*** -.0061(.3996) (.0096)Volume -1.304 -1.9540* -2.1485 -1.2875(1.2355) (1.155) (1.6269) (1.4491)Cons -3.5740* -7.9051*** -18.8669*** -5.2569*** -.0013*(1.8751) (.141) (1.1025) (1.5823) (.0007)

Earch L1: .2921* L1: .9282*** L1: -.2224 L1: .4612* L1: -.1616(.1581) (.3074) (.164) (.2612) (.1628)Earch_a L1: -.4495** L1: -.8388*** L1: .2907** -.0664 L1: .2624(.2276) (.2812) (.1488) (.2528) (.2318)Egarch L1: .6632*** L1: .2309*** -1.0315*** .4934*** L1: .2380(.1927) (.0157) (.1184) (.1648) (.2654)

N 126 126 126 126 126Log likelihood 425.2171 426.3918 420.5196 421.405 426.1003Prob>Chi2 .4527 0 .3057 .1089 .0174

p p p p pArchlm 0 0 0 .0001 0Jb 0 0 0 0 0Ljung Box 0 0 0 .0167 .0033
Note: corrected standard errors in parenthesissigni�cance levels: *:10% **:5% ***:1%
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Table D.5: Volatility Analysis with lags (GARCH) Scania (Art. 8.3 decision)

1 2 3 4 5
di� dax .0028(.0025)Lag return 3.8528 17.7985(15.0732) (29.6634)Lag Correct 4.4110*** 4.5130***(.5302) (.6035)Lag Antic 3.4513*** 3.4847***(.4265) (.7338)Lag Other 1.4030*** 1.6525*** 1.4487** 1.6435***(.5044) (.4856) (.6189) (.5810)Lag Any 2.7768***(.7056)Volume -4.3776* -4.5875* -4.4506*** -4.9828* -.8085(2.9237) (2.8617) (1.6514) (2.8607) (2.2137)Cons -10.5783*** -10.6577*** -10.6077*** -10.734*** -10.6112***(.4090) (.4189) (.2114) (.492) (.663)

ARCH L1: -.0832* L1: -.0931*** L1: .2114** L1: -.0734* L1: -.0649(.0535) (.0562) (.0390) (.0504) (.0819)Garch L1: .4418*** L1: .4658*** L1: .4506*** L1: .4715*** L1: .3362*(.179) (.174) (.1015) (.1842) (.1783)

N 126 126 126 126 126Log likelihood 429.0402 430.8597 429.0569 432.1832 426.649Prob>Chi2 .1619 .968 .0989 .1586 .0063

Archlm 0 0 0 .8489 0Jb 0 0 0 0 0Ljung Box 0 0 0 .3433 .0128
Note: corrected standard errors in parenthesissigni�cance levels: *:10% **:5% ***:1%



Appendix E

Correlation Matrices of Variables

Used in the Volatility Analysis

Given that independent of the normal performance model, the event study
only comprises one independent variable (either the long-term mean return or
the DAX-return), I refrain from presenting any correlation matrices for these
cases. However, correlation matrices for the volatility analysis are presented
for each company.

E.1 Bertelsmann
Model 1 and 2 dax di� antic other
dax di� 1
antic .0232 1
other .0904 -.0477 1

Model 3, 4, 5 dax di� lag return any
dax di� 1
lag return -.1112 1
any .0775 .0096 1

E.2 General Electrics
Model 1, 3, 5 lag return antic other volume
lag return 1
antic .0086 1
other -.0048 -.0311 1
volume -.2006 -.0482 -.0411 1

Model 2 lag return correct antic other volume
lag return 1
correct antic .0168 1
other -.0048 -.0284 1
volume -.2006 -.0482 -.0411 1
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Model 4, 6 lag return any volume
lag return 1
any .0021 1
volume -.2006 -.0634 1

E.3 Honeywell
Model 1, 3 lag return antic other volume
lag return 1
antic -.1259 1
other -.0261 -.0256 1
volume .0403 .1319 -.0375 1

Model 2, 4 lag return correct antic other volume
lag return 1
correct antic -.1760 1
other -.0261 -.0233 1
volume .0403 .1434 -.0375 1

Model 5 lag return any volume
lag return 1
any -.1136 1
volume .0403 .0759 1

Model 6 di� dax any volume
lag return 1
any .0115 1
volume .0396 .0759 1

E.4 Scania
Model 1, 3 lag return antic other volume
lag return 1
antic -.0367 1
other -.0316 -.0219 1
volume .0671 -.0500 -.0392 1

Model 2, 4 lag return correct antic other volume
lag return 1
correct antic -.0367 1
other -.0316 -.0219 1
volume .0671 -.0500 -.0392 1

Model 5 lag return any volume
lag return 1
any -.0480 1
volume .0671 -.0623 1



Appendix F

In�uential Cases

In light of the amount of data investigated, I distinguish between in�uential
cases at the individual and at the aggregate level. The former refers to un-
usual peaks of a single security. This means that the normal performance
model could be biased due to single non-random price �uctuations during the
estimation period. Respective outliers were assessed via scatterplot matrices,
added-variable plots, DFBETAs1, and Cook's D (cf. Kohler & Kreuter 2006,
205�212). To simplify matters, I do not report all the respective graphs and
tests, but once more refer the reader to the attached CD-ROM. Sensitivity
tests were always conducted jointly with the respective estimation method
and can thus be found in do-�les an3e*, an5cg*, and an20th*2. In view of the
fact that there hardly were any extreme outliers at the individual level I did
not see the need to exclude any cases. Further, the Theil regression model is
fairly robust to outliers.
Aggregate level sensitivity refers to the extent to which single CARs cause
CAARs to exhibit a di�erent sign than they would without these outliers. De-
tecting such cases at the aggregate level is a bit more tricky as there exists no
standard procedure. Instead, I listed the magnitude and sign of each CAR per-
taining to a certain CAAR and took a closer look at those exhibiting di�erent
signs or di�ering substantially in magnitude from other abnormal returns. The
results of this analysis are presented in table F.1. Further, CAARs are visually
depicted excluding in�uential cases, in �gures F.1 to F.6. We can clearly see
that the results outperform those presented in section 9.2 with respect to the
direction and magnitude of abnormal returns.

1 The DFBETA diagnostic denotes the standardized di�erence in parameter estimates
which occurs due to the deletion of one observation.2 Replace asterisks by the respective company's name.
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Table F.1: In�uential Cases

Decision Type In�uential Cases CAARs without Outliers

8(3) Lenzing �gure F.1
Volvo

6(1)(c) Dow Chemical �gure F.2
Phoenix
BASF

6(1)(b) Singapore Airlines �gure F.3

8(2) LVHM �gure F.4
UPM-Kymmene

6(1)(b) cond. Roche �gure F.5
Honeywell

8(2) cond. Time Warner �gure F.6

6(1)(a) no in�uential cases �
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Figure F.1: CAAR without in�uencial cases, Decision Type 8(3)
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Figure F.2: CAAR without in�uencial cases, Decision Type 6(1)(c)
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Figure F.3: CAAR without in�uencial cases, Decision Type 6(1)(b)
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Figure F.4: CAAR without in�uencial cases, Decision Type 8(2)
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Figure F.5: CAAR without in�uencial cases, Decision Type 6(1)(b) with con-
ditions
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Figure F.6: CAAR without in�uencial cases, Decision Type 8(2) with condi-
tions
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